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Abstract

One of the fundamental and difficult issues in digitaì rvatermarking is the lobustness of a water-
malk, in particular the robustness of a multibit rvatelmalk. We filst formulate a framervolk for
the lobustness design of a rvatermalk, which tackles the problern fi'orn three difierent stages of a
waterm¿rk communication plocess, i.e., rvatermark formation, watermark embedding, and water-
mark extraction. Based on a zelo-bit pseudonoise sequence rvatelmark, a multibit watermark can
be designed via feature division multiple access, code division multiple access, M-ary modulation,
or a combination of them. Compaled with a rvatermark based on feature division ol code divi-
sion techniques, an M-ary modulation based watermalk is advantageous because it is capable of
callying more information with the same watermark energy (host distortion).

Conventionall¡ M-ary modulation has been limited to AI < 256 due to the heavy computation
associated with the collelation-based signaì detection. However, rvith the proposed M-ar.y phase
modulation, which is based on the cilculal shifts of a reference pseudonoise sequence, the amount
of computation in watelmark detection is drastically reduced. Mole interestingly, we also plovide
the design of an extended M-ary phase modulated waterma:rk based on a set of rvindowed circular'
shifts of a pseudonoise sequence with length M, rvhich overcomes the restriction on the value of rl,f
due to the length of the feature vector.

Watermalk robustuess against geometric attacks is especiaìly difficult to achieve. We have
proposed an invaliant appr-oach based on Zernike moments, dlawing on their pr.oper.ty of magni-
tude invariance to image rotation and flipping. Based on our finding that some of the Zer.nike
moments computed in the conventional Caltesian way are inhelentìy inaccurate, and hence not
rotationally invaliant, we design a multibit watelmalking scheme by taking advantage of the ac-
curate Zernike moments while avoiding those inaccurâte ones. Sirnulation results show that such
a Zernike moment-based rvatermark has robustness against geometlic attacks including image ro-
tation, flipping, scaling, moderate cropping, aspect latio change, and a number. of comrnon image
plocessing manipulations such as lossy compression, noise addition, and filteling.

F\rlthelmole, rve formulate a novel approach to accurate computation of Zernike moments in
the polar coordinate system. The details of the algorithm are presented, including a poìar pixel
alrarìgement scheme, intelpolation-based image resampling, and delivation of the corresponding
folmulas for Zelnike moment computation. The efiect of intelpolation on the accuracy of Zernike
moments is analyzed. Simulation results are given rvhich display the advantages of the polar'
apploach. The significantly improved accuì'acy of Zernike moments yields much better rotationaì
invariance and a considelably lowel level of image reconstluction erlor'. These trvo factols a¡e
clucial in the successful design of the polar Zelnike moment-based data hiding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Concept of Digital Watermarking

Digital watelmalking is the process of embedding some hidden infolmation in a digital medium,

such as an image, an audio signal and a video signal, by modifuing the rnediurn slightl¡ and later

extlacting the embedded infolmation fi'om the modified medium for some purpose. The ernbedded

signal is called a uatennarle, and the oliginal medium is called the host signal or couer signal, while

the modified rnedium called a uatermarked signal or stego signal.

Figule 1.1: Illustration of the rvatermarking plocess

As an example, a typical rvatelmarking plocess is shorvn in Fig. 1.1, rvhere the cover signal is



an image and the message to be ernbedded is a logo. A seclet key is often used in a rvatermarking

system fol security reasous. A 'iv¿termarked signal often undergoes attacks, either intentional or

unintentional, befole it is used fol rvatermark extraction. Because of the attacks, the extracted

message is likely to contain sorte eÌÌot's.

It is necessary to distinguish betrveen digital watermarking and. some other closely related terms,

in particular', inforrnati,on h,iding and, steganography. Although thele is not yet a univer.sal agree-

ment, 'informati,on h'iding, or d,ata hiding, r'efels to the gener.al technique by rvhich information is

embedded imperceptibly into a host signal, r'egaldless of the pulpose of the embedded inforrnation

and the relâtionship betrveen the the ernbedded signal ard the host signal [63, 20]. Within the

farnily of i,nformati,on hid,ing techniqres, there are some purpose-otiented ter.ms, |ntcl:uding dligitat

waterrnarking ard steganography. SteganographA 14,51,271means covett communication, by which

the host signâl can be modified in auy rvay, as long as the existence of the secret infolmation does

not aÌouse suspicion. In a steganographical scenario, the quality of the modifred host signal is not

the concern. In contlast, the basic pulpose of digital watennarkir¿g is to protect the host signal in a

certain rvay [20,21,22,89, 30], and therefore the quality of the wateÌmarked signal is as impor.tant

as the communication of the ernbedded information, while the existence of a watermark does not

necessarily have to be secret. Despite the subtle diffelence between d,igital watennarking and data

hiding, we use them intelchangeably in this thesis.

L.2 Applications of Digital Watermarking

Digital watermarking has attÌacted considelable attention in both academia and industry commu-

nities in the past decade, because it is regarded as a prornising means to address ploblems ì'elâted

to digital media in a valiety of rvays.

o Copyright protection 12I,22,89,30]. This is the primar.y application of digital rvatermark-

ing. The drastic development of new technologies, such as the advent of the Internet and



Ìecotdable compact disk, makes it extremely easy to disseminate and duplicate multimedia

contents, which blings about the issue of copyright infi'ingement. Under such a circumstance,

the producer of a rnultimedia wolk can use a watelmalk as a proof to claim autholship or

ownership.

¡ Content authentication [78, 79, 39, 46]. With the rvide splead use of various multimedia

editing software, it is a simple ìnattel to modify the contents of â multimedia rvolk. Without

assutance of authenticity, one rvould not believe what he sees oÌ hears. A wateÌmark can be

used âs an effective means to velify the integrity of a work.

o Fingerprinting [71, 91, 74]. A waterrnar.k that uniquely identifies the buyer of a wor.k can

be embedded into the rvolk befole it is sold. Later, if an illegal copy of the rvor.k is found,

the watermark extt'acted from it tells the soulce of the copy. This process is also referred to

as traitor-tracing.

o Device control [8, 20]. The rvatelmark embedded in a rvork can be used to contlol some

devices. Folexample, in a DVD movie, a rvatermark can be embedded to indicate one of the

thlee access modes, i.e., no copy, copy once and no r.estriction. A DVD recorder complying

rvith the standard is contlolled by the watermârk, and operates accor.dingly.

r Signal multiplexing. Sornetimes it is necessary to embed an auxilialy signal into a host

signal for the pulposes of anrotation, captioning etc. For example, medical images can be

watelmarked rvith patients' identities, time stamps, and hospitaì information, rvhich can be

used eitheÌ to avoid mix-up or fol the purpose of classification ol archiving.

These ale just a ferv exampìes of applications of digital rvatennarking. As the resealch in this

young field progresses, other ¿pplication possibilities ar.e being discoveled.



1".3 Requirements of a Watermarking System

1.3.1 Typical Requirements

Depending on applications, the requilements of water.rnarking systems vâry gteatly. Amongst many

possible requirements of a rvatelmalking system, the most impottant ones include:

¡ Watermark transpalency. In most situations, it is lequir-ed that the existence of a water'-

mark should not affect the quality of the host signal. In other rvords, a rvatelmark should be

imperceptible or transpalent.

o Watermark robustness. This means the ability of a watelmalk to survive common sigual

processing it may undelgo, such as noise addition and lossy compr.ession. In the case of a

zero-bit watelmark 1, the rate of detection is used to measure the rvatermalk lobustness,

given a flxed rate of false alarrn. For a rnultibit rvatelmark, bit late erlor (BER) is often

employed as a rnetric of watelmark robustness.

¡ Watermalk security. It refers to the ability of a rvatelmalk to sulvive intentional attacks,

in particular, the ability to lesist unauthorized detection, removal, and tamper.ing [20]. It is

generally accepted ihat the seculity of a watermalk should depend on a secÌet key, r.ather

than a seclet algorithm of ernbedding or detection.

o Payload amount. This is the numbel of bits that â watermaxk conveys. Some applications

can do with zero-bit watermalks, wheleas others may requile dozens or even hundr-eds of bits

of data payload.

o Oblivious extraction. In many applications, the original cover signaì is not available at the

¡vate¡maÌk detector or decoder'. Undel such cilcumstances, the rvatermark extlaction should

1A zeto-bit rvate¡ma¡k is defined as a watermark containing no explicit message bit(s). The ¡esult of wate¡mark
extraction is simply a decision if a pattern is present or [ot,



be performed without access to the cover signal. This is called oblivious ol blind wâtermark

extlaction.

1.3.2 Relationship Among the Requirements

The above requirements often inteÌâct and conflict rvith one another. In designing a watermatking

system, one often hâs to take the follorving aspects into âccount.

o Robustness vs. transparency. Fol better lobustness, a rvatelrnalk is plefelably inserted

into pelceptually significant featules of the host signal and/or inserted rvith a big strength

factol. However, both measules inclease the obtrusiveness of the water.malk.

o Payload size vs. transparency. Generally speaking, for a fixed level of watelmark r.obust-

ness, the energy of the waterrnalk component per data uDit is a frxed amount. The more data

âre to be embedded, the moÌe is the total waterrnark ener.gy, and consequently, the wor.se is

the ¡vatermark tt'ansparency.

¡ Robustness vs. payload size. Similarly, for a fixed level of watermark tr.anspalency,

increasing the amount of embedded data leads to less rvaterma¡k enelgy per data unit, and

hence lorvel watermark robustness.

o Robustness vs. extraction mode. In applications where nonblind watelmâtk extr.action

is allorved, the intelference of the host signal can be eliminated, and thus better watelm¿rk

robustness can be achieved than in the case of blind watermark extraction. However, in many

cases, the oliginal host signal is not available.

Cousideling these restrictions, the fundamental task in designing a watermalking system is to

achieve a good tradeofi among these conflicting lequirements, depending on specific application

scenarios.



L.4 Scope and Structure of the Thesis

As an emerging technolog¡ digital watermarking has given rise to many research directions, âmong

rvhich rve ale palticuìarly intelested in the following aspects, rvhich are be covered in this thesis.

o Waterma¡k robustness. Despite the necessity of å'agile or semifragile watelmarks in

some applications like data a.uthentication [78, 79,39,46], rve are concerned rvith robust

rvatermalks, rvhich find rvider applications. In palticular', watermarks robust to geometric

distortions and comrnon image processing manipulations are the focus of this thesis. Fragile

watelmarks ale not consideled.

o Multibit watelmarking. Multibit watelmarking has received less attention than zelo-bit

watermalking in literatule, horvever it is necessaly in many applications. As an extension of

zelo-bit and one-bit rvatennalking, it is more challenging technically.

o Image watelmarking. Any forrn of digital rnedia, including images, audio clips, video clips,

and plain text, can be the object of digital watermar.king. Horvever, rve are only concerned

with digital image wafermarking in this thesis. In spite of this, some of our techniques and

algorithrns proposed fol image lvaterma.r'king can be applied to audio and video watelmarking

as Ivell.

¡ Oblivious watermark extraction, Many existing rvatetmaÌking schemes assume the avail-

ability of the cover signal in waterrnark detection. Under this assumption, the cover signal

can be subtracted fi'om the stego signal before rvatermalk extlaction, posing no interference

to the watelmârk signal. Nevertheless, in sorne applications, especially in scenalios of owner-

ship dispute, the cover signal may not or should not be present in the pr.ocess of watermârk

extraction 121,22, 89,30]. In all the algor.ithms pr.esented in this proposal, rve assurne no

âccess to the covel signal for wateÌmark detectioü. In this case, the cove¡ signal seÌves as a

source of interfelence to the rvatennalk signal.



This thesis is olganized as follorvs. First, an investigation on techniques of robust rvatermalking

is given in Chapter 2, rvhich serves as a foundation for the rvatelrnaì'king systems to be set up in

subsequent chaptels. In Chapter 3, a series of rvatermalking systems ale intloduced pr.ogressively,

f¡om the most fundamental single-bit watelmalking to some advanced multibit lvatermarking tech-

niques such as emcient M-ary modulation based rvatermalking. In Chapter' 4, a rvatelmark based

on image featules on a circular domain, i.e., Zelnike moments and pseudo-Zernike rnoments is

proposed, rvhich is lobust to geometric tlansformations such as image lotation, image scaling and

flipping. In Chapter 5 we further implove the geometrically invaliant tvâteÌmaÌking technique, by

inventing an acculate way to compute Zernike mornents in the polar cootdinate system. Finall¡

in Chapter 6 a surnrnaly of the cornpleted work, a list of contributions, and an outline of futule

reseârch dilections are presented.



Chapter 2

Robust \Matermarking Techniques

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the lobustness of a watelrnark is clucial in many applications. It has

been and continues to be an important and difficult lesealch problern in the area of digital rvater-

marking. The difficulty lies in the fâct that the attacks rvhich could be applied to a watermarkilg

system are virtuaìly unpredictable. A careful design of a waterrnalking system mây sulvive some

of the known attacks, but fail under other attacks. It is almost celtain that there does not exist

a design of waterma:rk with robustness to all possible attacks. A more pr.actical approach is to

rnake a watelmark lobust to application-specific attacks. In this chapter, we formulate some key

techniques to tackle the rvatermark r-obustness fi'om diffelent perspectives. Particulally, we present

three general aspects of watermark robustness: i) design of a lobust rvaterma.r'k signal, ii) design of

a robust rvatelmark ernbedder, and iii) design of a robust watermark detector. We start by looking

at the classification of existing watermarking techuiques.

2,L Types of 'Watermarking Techniques

A lalge number of digital watelmarking algolithrns have been proposed in the past decade. We can

use Fig. 2.1 as a general model fol valious watelmalking systems.

In Fig. 2.1, m is the messâge to be embedded in the cover signal X, * is the rvatermar.ked



x

Figule 2.1: A generic model of digital rvatermar.king

versiorÌ of X, X/ is the attacked velsion of X, ¡f ir a secret key shared by both the rvatelmark

embedder and the rvatermalk detector/decoder, and r?r is the estimate of the ernbedded message,

which is the output from the detector/decoder. Non-blind detection requires that the cover signal

X be plesent at the detector', rvhile blind detection does not. It should be noted that due to the

transparercy condition, X and * should be very similar. per.ceptually, and as well, the attacks are

generally constì'a.ined to ensute that X/ and * are simila¡.

There are different rvays to categolize the existing wâtetmârking techniques. For example, a

popular method of categorization is conducted fi'om the per-spective of rvatermalking domain: the

existing algorithms are eithel in dilect signal sample space, or in transfolrn domains. However.in

this rvork rve are palticularly interested in a cornmunication pelspective, namely, we ale conceLned

rvith the foltn of a watermark signal and the method of its extlaction. FI'om this pelspective, the

wâtetma.rking algolithms fall into two types: cohelent rvatermarking algolithrns and noncohetent

watelmarking algolithms.

2.1.1 Tlpe I: Coherent Watermarking Systems

In this category a lefetence patteln W., selving as the car.rier signal, is needed. Fol reasons of

watermark security aud lobustness, the callier signal nolrnally takes the folm of a pseudonoise

sequence (PNS), rvhich follows either Gaussian or uniforrn distlibution. For the genelation of a

PNS, a seclet key K is used as the seed of a gold-sequence or an m-sequence. The generated PNS

'W, is then modulated by m, the message to be hidden in the cover signal, r'esulting in a modulated

PNS W,n, which is to be mixed rvith the cover signal by rrodifying the cover featule vector X to



ploduce the waterma.rked signal i. The modification can be performed either additivelv,

or multiplicatively

X:Xf¿Wm,

Í: x1r *aW-),

(2.1)

(2.2)

rvhele a is the rvateÌtnark strength pârameter', controlling the tradeoff of the rvaterma¡k amplitude

aud the rvatermalk lobustness. The stlucture of Type I rvatelmark embeddels is shorvn in Fig.

2.2(a).

(u) (b)

Figure 2.2: The alchitecture of a Type I (coherent) watermarking system. (a)Waterma¡k embedder.
(b) Watelrnalk extrâctor. PNG stands fol pseudonoise Benelatot.

Fol the rvatelmark extraction, the carriet signal W' is first regenerated using the same key K,

and then used to demodulate the possibly distorted rvatermark signal X/ to yield rñ, an estimate of

the embedded message. Shorvn in Fig. 2.2(b), this plocess is just like a typical synchr.onous com-

munication system. The demodulator often takes the form of a corlelator follorved by a comparator,

on rvhich we rvill elabolate in Chapter 3. It is wolth noting thåt thele is a subtracter marked by a

dashed box in Fig. 2.2(b), which mea¡s it may or may not exist. In applications whele the original

unrvate¡marked covel signal X is available, this subtractel can help improve the perforrnance of the

¡vaterrnatk extlactor. In this case of nonblind þronoblivious) rvatennalk extlactor, the cover signal

does not affect the extraction of the rvatermalk. On the othel hand, if X is not available, Xi has

to be used directly for blind (oblivious) rvatelmark extlaction. In this situation, the covel signal

interferes in the extraction of the rvatelmalk, selving as â souÌce of noise.
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2.L.2 Type II: Noncoherent 'Watermarking Systems

In contrast to Type I rvatermarking systems, Type II watermar.king systems do not requile an

explicit calrier signal. An outstanding example of this category is the quantization-based rvater'-

marking systems, rvhele quantization index modulation (QIM) is applied in the lvatetmalk em-

bedder [13]. The stlucture of a typical QlM-based embedder is shos'n in Fig. 2.3(a). Assume

m € {0, i, ..., M - l} is the message to embed into the feature vectol X. First M quantizers have

to be designed: O(X,i,),i:0,..., AI - 1, which satisfy

ând

O(X; i) = X, t :0, ...,M - I

a(xii)l O(x;:), vxiri+ j.

{2.3)

(2.4)

Each of these quantizers yields a unique partition of the featuÌe spâce. The paltitions of the feâture

space ca.n be decided by a seclet key 1l for seculity pulpose, and the rninimum distance betrveen

the paltitions (and hence the watermark robustness) is controlled by the quantization step size À.

Then the watelmarked featule vector for message m is obtained as the one rvhich has the least

distance to X in partition m.

i = qlx;m). (2.5)

Fol the extrâction of the ernbedded rnessage from a possibly distor.ted vector X/(È X), Xi has

to be fir'st quantized by the sarne ,4,{ quantizels r-espectively

lxtl¿= Q(Xt i), i.:0,...,M -I (2.6)

and then the distances betrveen X' and its M quantized velsious are compared. The index of

the quantizer rvhose output has the rninirnum distance fi orn X/ is the estimate of the embedded

message:

-: u''e,.{oï1fi_,, Il[x']' - x'¡¡ ,

rvhere ll . ll denotes the nolm operatoÌ. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b).

11
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(b)

Figure 2.3: The architectule of a quantization-based (Type II, noncoherent) rvatelmalking system.
(a)Watelmark embedder. (b) Watelmark extractor.

Let's look at an example shown in Fig. 2.4, rvhere the 2-D vector X = (X[1], X[2]). The grid

points marked with '0' and 'f indicate the possible outputs of the quantizers Q(X,0) and O(X, 1)

respectively. Assume rve have a vector point X and the message to embed is a '0', the lvâtermat'ked

vector X/ is the nearest one among all the '0' glid points, shorvn in the figur.e as a black dot in the

circle.

As a subclass of QIM, dithel rnodulation (DM) is more plactical and useful [13]. It is defined

AS

Qou(X; m) = Q(x + d(m)) - d'(m)

where O(.) is a base quantizer', and d(m) is a dithel factor corresponding to nr fi'om the dither

vector d : (d\0l,...,dtM - 1]). Dither rnodulation has the ploper.ty that the quantization cells

and Ìeconstluction points of any given quantizer ale shifted versions of the quantizalion cells

and recoustruction poirts of any other quantizer. Due to this special structule of quantizers,

dither modulation has the advantage of easy irnplementation. As rvell, rvith the help of distortion

compensation 113], it has the capability to leach the informa.tion capacity.

(2.8)
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x (2)

Figure 2.4: A 2-D signal partitioning for data hiding

2.2 Designing a Robust'Watermark Signal

The rvatermalk signal, W : I - X, which is the difiel'ence betrveen a watermarked signal and

covel sigual, is the first and folemost factor to consider in the design of a lobust rvatelmarking

system. In this section, rve look at the rvays to improve the watermalk robustness thlough propel

design of the watelmark signal.

2.2.L Choosing a Robust Watermark Signal Form

A rvatermark can take difierent forms. As introduced above, a ¡vatermark can be a modulated

pseudo-noise sequence as in Type I techniques, or a quantization noise sequence as in Type II

techniques. Genelally speaking, rvhen the rvatermalk robustness is of prime concern, a PNS-based

rvatermark signal is preferable due to the follorving facts:

o A PNS rvaterrnalk is lesistant to amplitude scaling. Multirnedia data often undergo some

slight arnplitude change, such as the brightness change of images and videos and the loudness

change of audios. If a rvater-mark detector uses correlation coeffi.cient as its sufficient statistics,

or uses a compalison-based algolithm as shown in Chapter 3, the embedded rvatelmark is

inva¡iant to aìnplitude changes. Horvever, the quantization-based 'rvatermark is extremely



sensitive to the amplitude change of features. For example, in the case of binary QIM, when

the amplitude chânge ô > Ll4 (L is the quantization step size), the decoded data ale likely

to be erroneous.

¡ A PNS watermark is insensitive to signal croppirlg and filteling. Because a PNS rvatermark

spleads its enelgy over many features, it can still be detected even if some of the features are

Iost due to signal cropping ol filtering. On the contraly, fol a qualtization-based rvatermalk,

if some features are lost, the infolmation embedded in these featules cannot be lecovered.

It should be noted that the robustness advantage of PNS-based rvatermarks is obtained at

sorne price. First, it is usually dificult for a splead spectÌum based system to embed a large data

payload. Second, the extraction of hidden data in a PNS rvatermalk is sensitive to synchronization.

In the case of signal cropping, rotation and scaling etc., some measule has to be taken to address

the synchronization issue. Moreover, a PNS rvalermalking system is usually mole computationaìly

expensive than a QIIVI watetmâtking system.

2.2.2 Using Side Information

For a rvatelmarking system with oblivious detector', the existence of the covel signal rvhose power

is dominantly largel than that of the wâtermark serves as a source of noise, interfering rvith the

extlaction of hidden data. Thelefore, even if no attacks are applied to the waterma¡ked signal,

there is a chance that detection euors occur'. However', this noise, different fi orn other unpredictable

noise, is completely known to the watermark ernbedder'. This side information, as it is telmed in

communication theoly, can be ernployed either to irnplove the rvatermark tobustness ol to incr-ease

the data payload, According to the dirty-paper theory [17], the existence of the known noise

does not affect the information capacity of a channel. Horvevel in plactice, it is not possible to

implement the so called Costa codes rvhich entails an infinitely large codebook. In spite of this, the

side infolmation cân still âssist us in the design of â r'obust rvatelmalk. The basic idea follorvs.



To embed a message m e {0, ...M - 1}, M groups of pseudonoise sequences are generated, with

each group containing 4 PNSs. Assume that:

o The group collesponding to message m is {W1,...,Wr}.

o The rvatermark detectol is a collelator C(., .).

Any leference PNS in the group can replesent the message m uniquely, but rve only pick the

one W¿, which has the lalgest colrelation rvith the known featule vector X, i.e.:

i : arg |rax .C(X, \¡/r),
J€tr,...,4'

(2.s)

and tnix this PNS with the cover signal Í : X + oW.¿, where ¿ is the rvatermalk stlength factor.

In this way, rve can implove the rvatermark robustness based on the knorvledge of the cover

signal. This is the concept of informed coding [20].

2.2.3 Gaining Watermark Robustness via TYadeoffs

As mentioned in Chapter 1, tradeoffs exist between watelmaÌk robustness and other conflicting

aspects of a watelmarking systern, including rvatermalk visibility, payload size etc. Let us now look

at a few common approaches to watermark robustness by rnearn of ttadeoffs.

Repetitive rvaterma¡ks are vety effective in combating signal cropping and filtering. When

the watelmarking featules are selected directly in the signal sample spâce, embedding the same

watelmark signal in different palts does prevent the loss of hidden data due to signal cropping.

Similally if the disclete cosine tlansforrn (DCT ) ol discrete Fourier transfolm (DFT ) coefficients

ale selected as the rvatelmarking featules, a lepetitive rvatermark is i-esistant to filteling .rvhich is

Iikely to lernove some of the watermarked features.

Erlol contlol codes (ECCs) âre often applied in practical rvâtelmalking systems. Before data

transmission (embedding), the data âre coded rvith some redundancy so that when attacks take

place, the redundant data can help to collect the possible errols. There are a variety of ECC

15



techniques that are useful in data hiding, such as Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes and

convolutional codes [7]. With an ECC, the BERof the extracted datacan be improved significantly.

Clearly the imploved rvater-rnalk robustness brought by ECCs are at the cost of data payload.

By fixing the amount of data payload, rve ca.n also laise the rvatermark tobustness by increas-

ing the watermark strength. Horvever', this approach is limited by the requilement of rvatermark

tlansparency. In irnage watelmarking, peek signal-to-noise latio (PSNR) is often used to measur.e

the level of rvatelmalk transpârency, rvhich is defined by

PSNR(/, i) : ro ro916 þ
rvhere / is the oliginal image and. / is the watermalked velsion, both rvith dimensions N1 x 

^¡2,

/-"* is the maximum intensity of image f , and

(2.10)

(2.11)
"z 

: ;Miil¡z rr - r(i', i)t'

is the rnean square error. Roughly speaking, rvaterrnark transpârency lequiles that PSNR > 40d8.

2.3 Robust'Watermark Embedder

Having fixed a rvatermark signal, we are now concerned ¡vith how to insert it into the covel signal. A

careful design ofthe watermark embedder can help irnplove the rvatermark robustness considelably

rvhile maintaining the acceptable waterrnark invisibility. In this respect, there are sevelal techniques

of which we can take advantage.

2,3,t Using Robust Host Features

A uatulal question is what featules ofthe cover signal are suitable fol rvatermark ernbedding. Thele

is probably no univelsal answeÌ to this question, because difierent featules have different levels of

lobustness to a certâin attack. Fol exarrple, lorv-frequency DFT coefficients of an image are robust

to lowpass filtering, but are vulnelable to image rotation and resizing etc. We list belorv a few

kinds of featules and theil corresponding behaviors in combating common attacks.
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o Block-DCT coefficients. For image rvatelmarking, block-DCT coefficients ar.e a useful

feature, because â very common type of processing for tvâtetmatked images is JPEG lossy

compression, rvhich is right based on block-DCT. Tlterefole one can design an image rvater-

mark with a specific level of tobustness to JPEG complession [46]. A watermalk lesiding in

the upperlefï corner block-DCT coefficients can âlso survive lorvpass filtering and contrast-

change rnanipulations, but it is lather weak under geornettic distortions.

¡ GIobaI DCT and DFT coefficients. Lorv-frequency global-DCT and gìobal-DFT coef-

ficients (magnitudes) have good performance in the wateÌìnârk lobustness to JPEG ìossy

cornplession and lowpass filtering etc. Horvever, Iike block-DCT coefficients, they have no

robustness against geornetric distortions.

¡ DWT coemcients. Disclete wavelet tlansform (DWT) coefficients ale anothel important

class of featur-es for data hiding due to tlvo facts. On the one hand, as a joint time-fi'equency

tlansform, DWT coefficients âre rnore effi.cient in representing pelceptually impoltant signal

features, and thus potentially more robust to distortions. On the othel hand, the latest

image complession standald JPEG-2000 is based on DWT. Thelefole it is possible to design

a watermark with a specific level of lobustness to JPEG-2000. A good rvatermalk design

rvith DWT coefficients can have better lobustness to lowpass filteling than with DCT or

DFT coefficients [87]. It is possible to design a DWT-based lvâtermark with lobustness to

image scaling, but in genelal DWT coefficients are still vulnerable to image lotation etc.

o Fourier-Mellin coeffi.cients. Foul ier-ìvlellin coefficients have been ptoposed to deal with

the rvatermark vulnelability to geometÌic attacks since they ale invariants undet rotation-

scaling-translation (RST) operations [56, 47]. In theoLy lvatermarks residing in FouÌier-Mellin

coemcients are RST-resistant, but in prâctice theÌe ate sotne irnplementation problems [56],

because the log-polal tlansforns lead to severe image degenelation.

o Circularly orthogonal moments. Zeruike moments (ZMs) and pseudo-Zelnike moments
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(PZMs) are based on Zelnike/pseudo-Zernike functions rvhich are complete and olthogonal

on the unit disk. One of the outstanding ploperties of ZMsIPZNIs is that their magnitudes

are invariant to image rotation and flipping. Thelefole it is possible to design a rvatelmark

rvith good geometric robustness, as rvell as robustness to additive noise, Iowpass filteling and

Iossy compression etc. [80, 81, 82, 86, 84, 83]. We present the details of rvatermark systems

based on ZMs/PZMs in Chapters 4 and 5.

These ale some commonly used image features fol data hiding. Because there do not exist a

single kind of featules which are robust to alì possible attacks, the choice of features should depend

on application scenalios.

2.3.2 Adaptive Embedding

In Type I techniques, tb.e most commonly used rvatelmark embedding method is the lineal additive

formula i : X + aW-. In such an embedder, a.ll the watelrnalk featules are tÌeated equall¡ and

the rvatermalk euelgy is spread over them evenly. The advantage of such an ernbedder is the ease

of implementation. Horvever, f¡om the perspective of rvatermark robustness, it is not the optimal

one. In fact, diffelent host featules have different capabilities in carrying a rvatermark due to their'

varying perceptual roles and magnitudes. Taking this into account, one can design more robust

watermarks while meeting othel system requilements.

Multiplicative Embedding

It is believed that host featules rvith lalge arnplitudes play more important perceptual loles, and

are less likely to be lost ol distorted significantly. Consideling this, largel host features should

bear more rvatermaLk energy. In palticular, if the rvatelmark energy distlibuted to the feâtuÌes is

plopoltional to theil arnplitudes, rve allive at the multiplicative embedding:

X:X*W, W: ¿W,nX,

l8

(2.L2)



whele ¿ is, âgain, the rvatermark strength factol used to contÌol the tladeoff between the watermark

visibility and the rvatermark robustness.

There are a numbel of algorithms ploposed rvith a multiplicative embeddel. In [19], the rva-

termark is embedded rnultiplicatively into a certain numbel of the largest DCT coeficients of an

image. In [15, 5], the strategies for optimurn extÌaction of multiplicative watermatks are ploposed.

Perceptually Weighted Embedding

Except that they are in direct sample space, the pelceptual roles of different host features usually

vary, and so do their capabilities of accommodating changes rvithout causing perceivable signal

disto¡tion. Based on this fact, a watermark should be ernbedded into host featules adaptiveìy for'

the sake of rvatermark robustness. In algolithms of perceptually weighted rvatermalk embedding,

there are two fundamentaì issues, namely, how to rnodel the features perceptually, and horv to apply

the model in watelmalk embedding.

The perceptual modeling of signal featules is a complex issue. It depends on a number of

factols, such as the signal type and the feature domain. For exarnple, an image signâl hâs a

difielent perceptuaì model from an audio signal, and the DCT coefficients of ar image have to be

modelled diffelently frorn its DWT coefficients. In the cases of images and videos, we have the

folìorving human visual properties that could be employed in rnodelling the featules [34].

o Flequency sensitivity. Human eyes are more sensitive to lorv-fi'equency image components

than high-frequency ones.

o Luminance sensitivity. Human eyes âr'e more sensitive to the noise in areas rvith lorv

lurninance than the noise in areas rvith high luminance.

¡ Contrast masking. The pelceptuaì Ìesponse to a celtain featule is affected by its neigh-

boling features.

There ate sevelal rvays to utilize these pelceptuaì properties to enhance the watelmalk lo-
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bustness. One of them is pelceptually weighted rvatermark ernbedding. Based on the flequency

sensitivity property, one can obtain the just-noticeable-diference (JND) threshold for a certain

signal featut'e like a DCT coefficient [75]. Assume J is the collesponding JND vector fol the host

feature vector X, then the pelceptually rveighted rvatermalk embedding can be implemented in the

follorving way 164, 771:

(2.13)

Othel ways to use the pelceptual properties include the global perceptual distance-based em-

bedding and optimally scaled embedding etc., as suggested in [20].

2.4 Robust Watermark Detector

For nonoblivious rvatermalk detection/decoding, the impact of the cover signal on the rvatet ma¡k

signal does not pose a ploblern, because the former can be subtlacted frorn the latter before

Tvatermark detection. But fol oblivious rvatermalk detection, the cover signal is a source of noise.

In natule, oblivious rvatelmalk extlaction is a process of detecting/estimating rveak signals frorn

sttong noise. In this section, rve list sorne methods of optimal watelmalk detection f¡om a statistical

communications pelspective. In particular', the detection statistic is considered in some typical

cases.

2.4.1 Optimal Detection of an Additive -Watermark

An additive rvatelmalk signal W is usually independent of the host vectoÌ X. It is a scaled

velsion of a PNS modulated by a message, i.e., W : aW-, and the ¡vatermarked featule vector.is

Í:x+w.
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Gaussian Distributed Featules

If the featule vector X can be modeled as an i.i.d. Gaussian distributed sequence, then it can

be shorvn [35, 72] by the theory of hypothesis testing thât the optirnal detection stâtistic is the

coÌtelâtion:
1L

c(Í,w) :7Dx4wfA,
t=1

(2.14)

'rvhele.L is the numbel of elements in vectol W. Comparison of this detection statistic to a thleshold

gives an optimal decision legarding the presence of W in Í. The advantage of the collelator is that

it can be implemented easily, and therefole it has been used widely in rvatelmarking applications.

Generalized-Gaussian Distributed Features

The correl¿tion (2.14) as a detection statistic rvolks optimally fol Gaussian distributed features.

However', the most commonly used host features, such as DCT and DWT coefficients, âre neveÌ

Gaussian distributed in a strict sense. Thelefole the waterma¡k detection through a colrelator

functions suboptirnaìly at best. For this reason, optimal rvatermark detection from non-Gaussian

featules has been investigated [89, 29, 14, 55]. Basicall¡ two aspects ale involved in this issue: the

statisticâl modeling of host features and its collesponding optimal rvatermark detector..

Several kinds of transfolm domain features, such as DCT and DWT coefrcients, are better.

modeled by genelalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) rvith the following probability density function

(PDF):

Í*(x): ¡¿-la@-*¡1' (2.1.5)

. tlfüIõ À curvhere p : ¿;l ñÉ, A = ñIõ, r¿ is rhe rrearì, o is the standald deviation, c is the shape

para.meter, and l(ú) : !f, nt-|e-æd,x is the Garnma-function. It is rvorth noting that rvhen c : 2

and 1, GGD leduces to Gaussian and Laplacian distributions lespectively, rvhile for c : 0 and

c ---, co, GGD becomes unifor-m and impulse distlibutions lespectiræly.

For a possibly rvatermalked test feature vectol i, the objective of rvatermalk detection is to
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decide which of the follorving two hypotheses is tlue:

(2.17)
i:1

fol GGD host features, whele sgn(.) is the signum function.

Another asymptotically optimum detection stâtistic can be obtained as the Rao test [35], which

is in the case of GGD additive noise [55]:

(2.16)

When ¿ is not known to the detector, there does not exist a uniformly most powelful (UMP) test

[35]. Therefole a locally optirnal detection (LOD) statistic has to be souglrt, rvhich ca¡ be derived

as the following [14]

[".,":* lun,o:o
I - 

or eQuivalenr,ly I
[ør:x:X+aW- [I1r:a>o

- , L -. ,-. rc-l
Rì"d(Í) = 7 !.s"fÍHl l-rt,ll' 

^w-fil

- lrl=' ssn(Í[4) l*t¡1"-'t-t,ll'D/\'\L,,Ir rrao\.À/ - .

D!-'lx¡¿1'k 
r)

I L . / L \2
ã,:;Dx,þr- å (Dxr,r) ,

rvhile the shape parameter can be estimated numerically by using the equation [50]

ã2 f(1/¿)f(3/¿)

(2.18)

In oldel to use either (2.17) or (2.18), one must have the GGD shape parametel c ofthe feature

vector X, which is not available in an oblivious rvatelmark detector'. Due to the fact that the

rvatermalked signal is only slightly diffelent from the original signal, we can estimate the GGD

parameters of the oliginal features, including the variance o2 and the shape factol c, fi'om the

watelmalked version. The valiance can leadilv be estimated bv

(2.1e)

(2.20)



2,4,2 Optimal Detection of a Non-additive Waterma¡k

By non-additive rvatermark, rve rnean that the rvatermalk signal W is dependent on the host featute

X in some way, i.e., W : W(X, W-). In palticular, the rvatermar-ked signal is

x¡t1: x¡t1|t + alilw*lil). (2.2r)

Examples include the multiplicative rvatelmarks as expressed by (2.I2), and more generally, the

pelceptually adaptive rvatelmarks as expressed by (2.13). The optirnaì detection of non-additive

rvatermarks can also be addressed by the Neyman-Pearson criterion. The particular solutions

depend on the statistics of the host features.

Generalized-Gaussian Distributed Features

As stated previously, the transform domain coefficients of the host signal, such as those in DWT

and DCT domains, can be statistically modelled by GGD, i.e., p1ç¡4@) : Al¿l¿-1Þ6@-m)l'l'1. If th"

watermark stlength a[z] is known to the detector', there exists a unifolmly most power.ful (UMP)

detector' [15]:

I
¿til : É lrl,l,ilil"l'r (r - 1r + a[4)-"li]14"{'l) 

* oä"n't, 
(2.22)

.lt " .,t \ / w ab-sent

¡vhere 7 is a pre-detelmined threshold rneeting the requilernent of the false alar.m rate.

Horvever, rvhen the rvatelmark stì'ength a[i] is not known to the detectot, thele does not exist a

UMP rvatelmark detectoÌ. In this case, a locally most powerful (LMP) detectol can be obtained,

rvhich is [15]

L r¿ftl w Þr€senr

>'.{ùlalilxþll " w^[i,] à r', (2.28)

= 

I I w absent

rvhele 7i is a pre-determined thleshold rneeting the requir.ement of the false alarm rate.

Weibull Distributed Features

Difelent from DCT ol DWT coefficients, DFT coefficients cannot be statistically modelled by

GGD. A good model for the magnitudes of DFT coefrcients is Weibult distribution, rvhich has the



following pdf:

B ¡ x¡Þ-t _¡ sf/-("):;(;) e-\ã,, (2.24)

wher-e the parametels a > 0,þ > 0 detelmine the shape, the mean, and the variance of the

distribution [57].

Assume X[i] - Weibull(a[i],,6[¿]), then the optimal water-malk detector fol the embedder (2.21)

is the follorving test [15]:

r 6til

f.Bn(+) r4r-[u]*oä"n'?'|t, e'5)
il- \ctl¿l/ w absent

rvhere 7// is a pre-deterrnined thleshold meeting the lequir-ement of the false alarm late.



Chapter 3

A Robust Multibit \Matermark Based

on Spread Spectrum Technique

Spread spectrum techniques have been rvidely used in digital watermalking due to its distinguishing

chal actelistics such as excellent seculity and robustness pelformance [19, 20]. In a typical spr.ead

spectrum based watermarking systern, a feature vector extì'acted fi'orn the host signal, such as a

vectol of DCT or DWT coefficients, is slightly rnodified by a pseudonoise sequence (PNS), either

additively or multiplicatively. By calculating the colrelation betrveen the pseudonoise sequence

and the featule vector extracted from a test object, and then compaling it to a thleshold, one cân

detect the presence of the pseudonoise sequence. This is the concept of a zelo-bit watelmarking

system.

In this chapter, rve considel the ploblern of multibit rvatermalking based on spread spectrurn

techniques. We start by intloducing the sirnplest 1-bit rvaterma.rk, fiom rvhich we ploceed to n-bit

rvatelmalks. There are a number of apploaches one can take to design an n-bit rvatermark based on

a 1-bit rvatermalk. The most st¡aightforrvald rnethods are through channel multiplexing techniques,

rvhich ale bollowed fi'om communication theory. One such technique is to divide the feature vector

into r¿ subvectors, each of rvhich accommodates a 1-bit rvatermark. Tirne division multiple access



and frequency division multiple access fall into this type of techniques. Another technique is to use

the same feature vectol many times, each time a sepalate message symbol is embedded as a layer of

noise (from the perspective of the host signal), rvhich is the concept of code division multiple access.

We shorv that these two multiplexing apploaches have the same pelforrnance in terms of decoding

error rate rvhen the watelmalk visibiìity and the payload amount are fixed. Subsequently, a more

effective multibit waterma.r king technique, known as M-ary modulation, is employed to design an

t¿-bit watermârk. The M-ary modulation technique offer-s much bettel errol perforrnance than the

multiplexing techniques. One lelevant issue of conceln is the complexity of aî M-ùy watermarking

system. We present an efficient implementation sclleÍle of M-ary rnodulation, i.e., M-ary phase

modulâtior, which only lequires leasonably low cost of computation, even if M is as ìarge as 220.

Sirnulation results show the advantage of the watermark based on M-ary phase modulation.

3.1 A One-bit'Watermark

Befote we discuss the design of a rnultibit watelmark, let us look at the 1-bit rvatermark, rvhich

is the basis of a multibit rvatermark. Assume X : (X[1], ...,XWD is a vector of signal featur.es

selected fol watelmarking, ivhich can be oliginal signal sarnples, or coefficients of some transform,

such as DCT, DFT, and DWT, and the message to embed is a binary digit rn € {0, 1}. There are

two alternatives we can take to ernbed the bit into the host signal.

3.1.1 One-bit Watermarking via Two PNSs

For the embedding of the message bit nz, we fir-st generate trvo i.i.d. pseudonoise sequences W9 :

(Wolll,...,Wo[L)) and \ü'1 : (W{I],...,WtlLl) rvith a key 11, rvhele Wjlil-N(0,1),j:0,1:i:
1, ..., tr. The basic idea is that we use W6 and W1 to replesent '0' and '1' lespectively, W*,

the PNS used to modifu the host signal, is eithel Wo or.W1, depending on the bit value to be
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embedded:

.w-: W6, if rn: 0;

Wr, if m=1.
(3.1)

Then the rvatermarked signal is obtâined as a rnixture of X and W-, formed either additively

X: X * ¿Wrn

whele a is a constant lvatermark strength factor, or rnultipìicatively

x: x(1 + aW'")

whele a: (a[t],...,a11) is a vector of watermar.k stÌength.

Fol rvatelmark extraction fi'om Í, W6 and Wl are re-genelated with the same key 1(. After-

rvalds a certain detectol S0 is invoked for the calculation of the detection statistics betrveen Í and

both W¡ and Wr, tespectively. The embedded bit is estimated based on the following decision

rule:

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where I is a pre-detelmined threshold for a required false alalm rate. For the watelr¡ark detecto¡

,S0, one can employ one of the optirnal methods introduced in Chapter' 2. If the waterma.rk is

ernbedded additivel¡ (2.1a) is used fol a Gaussian host feature vectol X, and (2.17) or (2.18) is

used for a GGD host feature vectol X. If the rvatelrnalk is embedded non-additively, (2.22) ot

(2.23) is used for a GGD host feature vector, while (2.25) is used fol a Weibull host featule vector',

such as a vector of DFT coefficients.

Let us look at the errol perforrnance of the watelrnark detector under the simplistic assumption

that the host featules ale i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, i.e., X[a] - N(O,o!),;,: 1,..., tr. In

this case, the optirnal wâtermaÌk detector is a corlelator' þnatched filter) as explessed by (2.ia).

(_
I o, if 5(x, wo) > S(x, wr) and s(X, we) > r1;"t*: \\ if S(x,IÀ/r) > S(X,Wo) and 5(X,W1) > Q;t-
INone, if max{s(Í,w¡),3(i,w')} . zì.
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It can be shown (see Appendix 4.2 fol reference) that the distlibution of the colrelation betrveen

the rvatelmalked signal Í and W¡,,k : 0, 1 is described by

(3.5)

rvhich is illustlated in Fig. 3.1. If the rnessage m is equally likely to be '0' and '1', and ø¡ )) a,

the ellor rate can be obtained based on (3.5):

/¡oop" = I öþ)e(L)dr,
J -c'¡ oc

r noo -.2, 
r' rt2

rvhere Q(z) : à Ii "-", 
ax, þ(x) : à*e--t¿- and oc: 34

(3.6)

Figure 3.1: The distribution of the detection statistics

3.1.2 One-bit Watermarking via One PNS

With this approach, we generate a single i.i.d. pseudonoise sequence Wo : (Wo[1],..., i4z6 [I]) with

a key 11, rvhere tr42¡ [i] - 
^/(0, 

1),¿ : 1,...,L, Then the pseudonoise vector is modulated by the

message r¿ to be embedded

Wn:(2rn-1)W6 (3.7)

In othel rvolds, we use W¡ to lepresent the bit '1', and its opposite -Wo to repr.esent the bit

'0'. The modulated PNS is then mixed rvith the host vectoÌ X either additively by (3.2) or

multiplicatively by (3.3).
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With the re-generated PNS 
.Wo, 

the extlaction of the rvatermark can be performed rvith an

optimal detector', depending on the statistics of the host features and the ernbedding rule. The

decision is made in the following rvay fol the estimation of the embedded message: The embedded

message is decoded as

(3.8)

whele S0 is an optimal watelma¡k detectol function, and ?, is a pre-determined threshold for a

lequired false alarm late.

The ellol pelformance ofthe rvatelmark detectol is ofgreat interest. To simplify the analysis, we

assume that the host features are i.i.d. Gaussian landom variables, i.e., X[z] - ñ(0,o!),1, : I, ..., L.

Under this situation, the optirnal rvatermark detectoÌ is the colrelator- (2.1,4). It can be shown that

the corlelation betrveen the waterrnarked signal i and W6 is

( , ""^ I N(-o,g#) if m =oc(x,wo)- { , (3.e)

I ¡Ítn "rl,o'l ir m:1
[,v 

\u! L t

which is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. If the message nz is equally likely to be '0' and '1', and a¡ )) o,

the erlol late of watermalk detection is

(-
I r, irs(x,w¡) > ft;
I

m = f 0, if s(x,w6) < -T";
I

INone, if ls(x, wo)l < 7i,

n: q(fr),
ox

(3.10)

^2
whele Q(ø) : h Ii ,-z a".

Cornpaling (3.6) and (3.10), one can see that with a, tr, and o¡ fixed, the error rate of the

rvatelma.rking systern with one PNS (and its negative) is smallel than that of the system with two

PNSs. Therefore, rve employ irnplicitly the one-PNS based technique in the constluction ofan r¿-bit

rvatermalk, unless other¡vise stated.
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3.2

Figure 3.2: Tìre distr-ibution of the detection statistics

A Multibit'Watermark via FDMA

In the preceding section, rve have discussed horv a singìe bit of infolrnation can be embedded into a

host featu¡e vectol X : (Xtl], ...,XlL]), and later extlacted ñ'om i. Norv we ale interested in the

extension of 1-bit watermarking to n-bit watelmarking. The objective is to embed n rnessage bits

tr : (ö1,..., ð¿) in X, by modifying it imperceptibly to prod.uce i, and later.extlact the ernbedded

bits from i rvithout access to X.

Let us look into a straightfolwald apploach based on the 1-bit rvatelmarking. The basic idea

is illustrated by Fig. 3.3. The solution is to divide the feature vector X into n subvectors, each

of rvhich has a length I : Lln and hosts a 1-bit rvatermalk, which has already been addr.essed

technically in the pleceding section. In this way, rve can accornplish ernbedding b into the host

signal. We call this class of techniques featule division n.rultiple access (FDMA). In palticular, it

is space/time division rnultiple access if the host features ale simply some sarnples in space/time

domain, and it is fi'equency division rnultiple access if the host featules are some coefficients in

sorne tlansfolm domain like DFT domain and DCT domain.

for b' for å¿

\.-.---v.-

fot I)"

Figure 3.3: The technique of feature space division based multibit rvatelmar.king
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This intuitive multiplexing technique has the advantage of easy implementation, but the rva.

telmark embedded in this rvay is vulnerable to signal cropping and/or signal filtering. Another

disadvantage is that different feature groups may have different levels of magnitude, thus leading

to uneven watermalk lobustness.

3.3 A Multibit Watermark via CDMA

To ovelcome the limitations of feature division-based multibit wâtermarking, we considel code

division multiple access (CDMA) for n-bit watermalking. First, n diffelent pseudonoise sequences

W¡,i : 1,...,n are genelated, each rvith the same length Z as the host featuì'e vector X. Then

each pseudonoise sequence W¡ is modulated by the rnessage bit ò¡ to be embedded in the following

way:

wg) : (2öj - 1)wj, j : r,...,n. (3.11)

In othel wolds, the information of each message bit is spread ovel the rvhole spectrum of the

feature vectol space. The composite rvatermark signal is simply the sumrnation of each individually

modulated PNS:
n

w*: !w$),
which is to be mixed with the host feature vector, either additively ol non-additively.

The prelequisite of CDMA-based watelmalking is the olthogonality or quaslolthogonality be-

trveen ar'r.y pair of the PNSs, which can be met rvhen the length of PNSs is sufficiently large.

3.4 Equivalence of FDMA Watermark and CDMA Watermark

A natulal question is, which approach is superior, an FDMA watelrnalk or a CDMA watelmark?

One may get diffelent answels fi'orn diffelent perspectives. Among various perspectives, we ale

most concelned rvith the error pelformance of a rvatelmarking system. To simplify analysis, we

(3.12)
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still assume that the host feature X has a Gaussian distlibution rvith variance oT, the power of

the ¡vatelmark signal is a2, and additive embedding is applied.

In the case of FDMA-based rvatelmarking, all the palametels are the same as those of the 1-bit

rvatermarking, except the length of the PNS for each message bit, r,r'hich is nos'l = tr/n. According

to (3.10), the er¡or rate is

(3.13)

Wrereas in the case of CDMA-based watermarking, all the parameters are the sa.me as those of

the 1-bit watelmalking, except the polver of the PNS for each message bit, rvhich is now a'2 : a2 /n.

According to (3.10), the ettol rate is

prD\rA: qtúl:e(o{L-)ox oxvn

p"cove: e(Æ):e(o{L=).ûX oXVn
(3.14)

It is 1voÌth noting that in delivation of (3.1a), 1ve assume that each PNS Wj is orthogonal to any

othel PNS W ¿,i I j, which is well satisfied rvhen .L is large in plactice.

Comparing (3.13) and (3.14), one can see thât ân FDMA-based rvatelmark is exactly equivalent

to a CDMA-based waterma:r'k in terms of ellol performance.

However', they differ a lot in othel aspects. In terms of implernentation, an FDMA-based ¡va-

telmalking system is advantageous, because a single one PNS can be used mutually for difielent

message bits, and thus only Lfn landom numbels need to be generated, while a CDMA-based rva-

termark needs,Lr¿ landom numbels to be generated. On the othel hand, in telms of robustness, an

FDMA-based rvafermark is sensitive to signal clopping and filtering, and has an uneven rvatermark

robustness fiom bit to bit, but a CDMA-based rvater-rnalk is fi'ee of all these problems.

3.5 A Multibit'Watermark via Conventional M-ary Modulation

M-aly rnodulation is a concept rvhich originated frorn cor¡munication theoly 176, 65], and recently

rvas proposed for digital rvatelmarking by some researchels 156, 4I,20,71]. It rvas shown that the



performânce of a wateì'malking system cân be considetably imploved by M-ary rnodulation [41],

but people tend to agree that in practice, this advantage is limited by the computational cost in

message decoding rvhen,4z1 is large, e.g., M > 256. Hotvever, in our rvolk rve find that rvith a propel

design of rvatelmalk sigr.raìs, this limitation is not necessalily tt ue.

Au effective method to design an ?z-bit watermark is to use M-ary modulation technique based

on PNSs. Conventionally a gloup of .ù1 pseudonoise pattetns {W0,. . . ,lM¡¿-r} are genelated

independently with a secret key K, each of which is an Z-element i.i.d. sequence, following Gaussian

distribution "À/(0, 1). One of the prominent properties of the PNSs generated in this rvay is their'

quasi-olthogonality, i.e.,

c(wr,wÀ) x6(j-k),

rvhere C(.) denotes the operâtion of lineal collelation, rvhich is defined as

(3.15)

(3.16)
i=1

Obviously a pseudonoise pattern W'm in the gloup can be used to represent an M-ary tnessage

symbol m € {0,...,M-1}, and thus it is capable of callying log2 M bits of information once chosen

for data embedding. In other words, Wm can be viewed as a pseudonoise sequence modulated by

\ie log2 M bits of data to be embedded. This is the concept of M-ary modulâtio . [41], also leferred

to as direct message coding [20] and orthogonal rnodulation [65, 71], as narned by diffelent authols.

With an additive embedding function, the M-aly message r¿ can be embedded into the feature

vector X by

X:t(x,m):x+¿wm, (3.17)

rvhele X is the rvatelmarked feature vector', and a is the amplitude factol of the rvatelmalk, con-

trolling the tradeofi betrveen wateì'mark visibility and lvatermark robustness, which is determined

by the r-equirement of the application.

Norv the irnpoltant issue is how to extlact the embedded data from i lvithout access to the

original host signal X. If X can be modelled as an i.i.d. sequence with Gaussian distlibution,

tL
c(wj,wA) t;Lwrtilwktd



a bank of lineal collelators (matched filters) can be applied for the optimal extraction of the

embedded information, as shorvn in Fig. 3.4, where W6, . . . , W¡¿-l are re-generâted PNSs rvith

the same key 1l as in the embedding process! and C(Í, W¡), the linear correlation betrveen each

reference pattern and the test signal is computed. With a maxirnum likelihood (ML) estimator, the

embedded message is decoded as the index number ofthe leference pattern rvhich has the maximum

correlation rvith the test signal:

rî1, : atg max C(X, Wr) (3.18)

Figure 3.4: The structule of the conventional decoder fol M-aly rnessage coding.

,41-ary modulation can significantly improve the pelfolmance of a watermaÌking system [41].

In genelal, the greater- the value of M, the better the system performânce is in terms of data error

lates or data robustness. Horvever, a large M value leads to high computational cost with the

decoding stì'ucture as shown in Fig. 3.4. Because 2'correlatols ale needed for an rz-bit rvatermark,

the decoding computation could be prohibitively expensive rvhen n leaches a certair. value. For

instance, to extract a 16-bit watelmalk, 65536 couelation values have to be calculated, which

could be difficult to irnplement in practice. Due to this difrcult¡ a value of M > 256 appears to

be irnplactical with a decoding structure shorvn in Fig. 3.4.

To leduce the computational cost of the above M-aly watelrnalk decoder, an imploved algo-

lithm using a tree-structure was proposed in [71]. To detect the embedded refelence pattern W-,



all the relevant PNSs are fir'st divided into trvo ] size groups

{w0,...,wv*r} : {w0,...,wf _,} u {w#,...,wø_r}.

Then the test vector'Í is corlelated with ihe surn of all the PNSs in each gr.oup:

1",: c1x,7!o'-'w¡

f ", = rt*, DY-,ì¡,ws.

(3.1e)

(3.20)

If c1 ) c2, the embedded pattern W- must be in the fir'st group, and otherrvise in the second

gloup. The group ivith W- is then divided again into two I size groups to decide the location of

W-. This process continues until the exact position of W- is located, rvhose index number is the

estimate of the embedded message.

This algorithrn reduces the numbel of collelators to 2 log2 M. It should be clear that the actual

leduction of computation is less than that, because it introduces some other additional opelations,

such as summations. An issue of this approach is that it results in a higher rate of decoding errors

than the dilect couelation algorithrn, especially fol blind rvatelma.r'k extraction.

3.6 A Multibit 'Watermark via Efficient M-ary Modulation

As mentioned in the plevious section, the M collelations for the extraction of an M-aly symbol

can be prohibitively expensive when M is large. Another ploblern inherent in the conventional

decoding stluctule shoivn in Fig. 3.4 is the time-consurning task of le-generating the M independent

pseudonoise sequences, Wo, . . . , W¡¿ 1, rvhich are necessaÌy for data extraction. However., if rve

drop the lequirement on the independence of the M pseudonoise sequencesr we can solve the

problem elegantly with the use of fast Fourier transform (FFT) and invelse fast Fouliel transfo¡m

(IFFT), as shown subsequently.



3.6.1 An M-ary Phase Modulation Based Watermark

To ovelcome the computational bottleneck of the conventional M-ary modulation based rvater-

marking system, we form the set of M reference patteÌns {Wo, ..., W¡¿-l} with only one reference

PNS in the follorving way:

o A reference PNS \Mr is generated as an i.i.d., Gaussian distributed sequence: W.[z] - ¡/(0, 1),

i, : I, ,.., L, rvhere .L is the length of the feature vector X.

o Based on W", a set of M PNSs are genelated to be cilcular'-shift versions of Wr, satisfying

(
lw,Ii+ml if i<L-rn;

w^Íù: <
I

lw,lirm-L) otherwise.

m:0,...,M - lii: I, ..., L.

(3.21)

Figule 3.5: The formation of a set of circulal shift PNSs based on W".

This plocess is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. It can be seen that the sarne PNS ca¡ be used to

represent M different messages with its M phases lespectively. In othel rvords, a PNS rvhose phase

is modulated by the rnessage m can reptesent m uniquely. Drawing on the fact that W, is an

" W,=Wo --

.Jt)



i.i,d. Gaussian PNS, rve can show that the set of PNSs formed in this way satist' the requirement

of quasi-orthogonality explessed by (3.t5), although they ale not independent. This property is

illustrated by Fig. 3.6, rvìrere as an example, W,. is an i.i.d. nolmally distributed PNS with 1000

elements, and the collelations of W266 rvith all the cilcular'-shift velsions of W. as a function of

the numbel of shifts ale shown.

,l.ltl¡ rr, rJr¡,r

n'- , 
l'l[tr. tTìlfr] , ...ll|f{ìtì¡t ï¡l.ltr.ìrrpft rtntmtrf tlÌtr,r'tì,lf ftrf¡

200 400 600 800
Number of circular shitls of the PN sequence

Figule 3.6: The linear correlâtion between a pseudonoise sequence and its circular shift ver-sions.

Norv that the set of PNSs {W0,...,W¡¿-r} ale ready, rve can use them for lì,f-ary data hiding

accolding to (3.17). The interesting part of our algorithm lies in the extraction of the embedded

data. With the circular versions of a PNS as the reference set, we no longer have to pelform M

couelations for data decoding as conventionally. We can compute, with a vety simple method, all

the collelations between the watermarked feature vector Í and the M PNSs derived fiom Wr.

This cornputation can be implernented conveniently and efficiently by trvo forrvald FFT operations

ând one IFFT opelation as follorvs,

0

0

0.

õ
o
-g

:

.: !v- (r1i¡r.1w.¡), (3.22)

rvhele c : (c[0],c[t], .. ,4L - rl), c[Z] is the corlelation betrveen i and W¿, .FO and f-\(.) denote

FFT and IFFT opelations respectively.



The ploof of (3.22) can be found in Appendix 4.1. With c[0],...c\M - 1] calculated accor.ding

Io (3.22), one can immediately get the estimate of the embedded message thr.ough (3.18).

3.6,2 An Extended M-ary Phase Modulation Based Watelmark

It is a plain fact that the total numbel of PNSs delived fi'om a given PNS W. of length .L thlough

cilcular shifting is .L. If the desiled value of AI for M-aly data hiding satisfies .Vf < -L, the efficient

method intloduced above can be applied. Horvever', if M > L, the above scheme does not apply.

It appears that at most log2 Z bits of data can be embedded into the feature vectoÌ X rvith length

.L by a pseudonoise sequence. Fortunately tllis is not true. Next we shorv that this limitation can

be easily circurnvented.

Now the set of M lefelence pattelns {W0,..., W¡¿-r} ale folmed in the follorving way:

o A leference PNS W. is generated as an i.i.d., Gaussian distr.ibuted sequence: I4l, [?] - 
^f(0, 

1),

i : 1, ..,, M.

¡ Based ou W., a set of M PNSs are generated to be windorved cilcular'-shift versions of Wr,

satisfying

(
lwrli+ml ifi<M-m;

vvml, - \
I

lw,li. 
+ rn - Ml otheÌwise.

m :0,...,M - 1;i : 1,..., tr.

(3.23)

This process is illustlated in Fig. 3.7. It is distinct fi'om the process (3.21) in two rvays. Fir.st, the

lengtlr of W. is M, rather than .L. Second, the length of W¿, a € {0, .., M - 1} is less than thai

of the refelence PNS 
.W.. 

In othel rvords, {W¡, ..., W¡¿-r} are delived to be windorved cir.cular.

shifts of W,.

Now let us look at how a multibit rvatelmark is embedded and extlacted with the set of PNSs

derived by (3.23). In ordel to embed ân M-aly syrnbol m, the corresponding W- is selected
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""-"'-'w,,, "'---'-

Figule 3.7: The formation of a set of rvindorved circular shift PNSs based on Wr.

fi'orn the set of PNSs, and it is ernbedded additively into X according to (3.17). Fol rvatermark

extlaction, rve have to use a distinct strategy. Since now the rvatermalked featule vector i and

the reference PNS 
.Wr 

have diffelent lengths, (3.22) cannot be applied dilectly. The solutiol is to

fir-st append zeros to i so that it has the same length as W":

(_
I xlil fo¡11i<-L

x'lü-- I
lo forz+r <i<Mt-

(3.24)

(3.25)

Tlren the collelations betrveen X and the set of PNSs {W.¿, i : 0,..., AI - 1] can be computed by

.: !7- (r1i,¡r.1w.¡) .

Summalizing the solutions to M-aly based data hiding stated above, Fig. 3.8 shorvs the block

diagram of our ploposed algorithm fol M-aly rvaterma¡k decoding, rvhele the dashed block means

lhat lf M < Z, the zelo-padding process is not necessaÌy, I indicates element-wise product, conj(.)

denotes conjugation operation, and argmax(.) is the function of getting the index number of the

lalgest colrelation value.
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Figure 3.8: The structure of the proposed algolithm fol efficient M-ary watermark extlaction.

3.7 Computational Advantage of M-ary Phase Modulation

As noted before, the leason for the adoption of lu[-ary phase modulation in the design of a wa-

terrnarking system is that it lequires dramaticaìly less computation than a conventional M-aly

modulation based system. This computational advantage lies dominantly in the stage of watermark

extractio , i.e., data decoding. Now let us compâÌe quantitatively the computational complexity

of the two rnethods. In the case of a conventionaì ,41-ary decoder illustlated in Fig. 3.4, the total

numbel of opelations lequired fol the decoding of an M-ary symbol is appr.oximately

To: LM, (3.26)

whele .L is the length of the feature vector. One operation is defined as one leal multiplication pìus

one real addition. Appalently 76 is a ìinear function of M. However, in the case of the pr.oposed

M-ary decodel illustrated in Fig. 3.8, the decoding of an M-aly symbol just involves 2 FFT and

1 IFFT opelations. Because the complexity of one FFT or IFFT is O(M log2 M) [34], the totaÌ

number of operations lequired is approximately

Tt = 3M logz M. (3.27)

To see more cleally the advantage of the ploposed M-aly phase modulation over the conven-

tional ,41-ary modulation, rve plot in Fig. 3.9 ?s a.nd fi as a function of M h the range of our.

interest, for L : 1024.

One can see frotn Fig. 3.9 tlÌat the algorithm complexity of the conventional M-ary decoder

is one ol trvo oldels of rnagnitude higher than that of the proposed M-ar.y phase decodel wìren
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-€- conventional M-ary
---€- proposed M-ary

25
loo-M

Figure 3.9: The algorithm cornplexity of the conventional M-ary decoder and the proposed M-ary
decoder.

L : 1024. On the other hand, ?6 is a linear function of Z, but fi is independent of tr. This means

that as .L increases, the advantage of the ploposed M-ary phase modulation oveÌ the conventional

M-ary modulation is getting bigger linearly.

3.8 Eruor Performance of M-ary Modulation Based Watermarking

The algolithm proposed above makes M-ary phase modulation fully feasible in the design of spread

spectrum based data hiding, even if M is very large. Now we are concerned with the pelfolmance

itnprovement blought by M-ary phase modulation, in particular, the relationship betrveen the value

of M and the erlor late of data extraction.

Theorem 3,1 LetÍ.: X+oW¡¡,, uhereX is a uector ui,th L i.i.d,. outcomes of N(0,o2*),W^is

a uector ui,th L i.i. d,. realizations of N (0,I), and a i,s a positi,ae constant. If W a is the kth circular
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shi.ft of W^, then

c(x, \¡/À) -
-2,-2

^r(0,+) 
if klm

N(",5#) ifk:m
(3.28)

where C(') 'is the cotrelati,on functi.on d,efined, in (3.16).

The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix 4.2. Based on this theolem, rve have the

following conclusion about the error plobability of data ext¡action.

Theorem 3.2 Let an Ar[ -ary message m be embedded into a feature aector X accord,i,ng fu l:
X* aW^, uhere X has L i.i.d,. outcornes of N(0,o?^), W^ is a uector uith L i.i.d,. reali,zati,ons

oJ N(O,t), and, the constant a > 0. IJ o7 >> a 1, then the error probabi,titg of an ML estimator

(s.18) is

P. x r - l* oøtlr - orltl^'-' 0,, (3.2e)

- - l'-r\2 - -2
uhere þ(x): fir;-z"Z , a@: È Ii "-idt, and o": #,.

The ploof of this theolem can be found in Appendix 4.3. Accolding to (3.29), we plot the er.r.or

rate P" as a function of of; for various values of M, in particular, M : 24,28,212,216, as shown

in Fig. 3.10. F\'orn (3.29) and Fig. 3.10, we can drarv some impoltant conclusions. Firstly, rvith

M and L fixed, P" is a function of $, rvhich can be vierved as the signal-to-noise latio fi'om the

pelspective of the host signaì. It is an intuitive fact that the lalger is the Ìatio $, the rveaker is

the embedded watelmalk signal, and therefore the mole likely does the error occur. Secondly, rvith

-2M and the ratio þ fixed, P" is a function of .L. As -L increases, the ellol rate goes dorvn. This is

/ In d.ata hid,i,ng appl¿co,tions) this assurf¿ption is uually ualid, due lo the uaterme,rk tranE)arencA requirement,
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also intuitive, because a larger' -L always reduces the variance of the detection statistic, and hence

the chance of decoding error. An interesting fact is that L and $ can be traded with each other.

^_2As long as "t -- h lemains unchanged, P" does not change. Finaìl¡ P" is a function of M. As

M increases, the elrol rate becomes higher. This is a plice to pay fol the increase of the amount

of data embedded.

0 0.02 0.04 " " p.06 0.08 0.1
d-õ"/a'L

Figule 3.10: The erlor râtes of an M-aly NIL decoder.

Now we ale concerned with the teal peÌformance implovement brought by M-ary phase modu-

Iation in oul context of data hiding. To have a fair compalison among differ-ent cases of M vâlues,

we hâve to fix some pârameters) including the nurnbel of bits to be embedded n, the powel ratio of

the featule vector and the rvatermalk , : 4. Und". these conditions, thele ale sevetâl schemes to

design the rvatelrnark, such âs FDMA and CDMA approâches, as mentioned in the introduction.

Here we focus on the FDMA-based approach for the pulpose of comparison. The general idea is

as follows. An ,41-ary PNS represents log2(M) bits of dâtâ, ând thus fol the embedding of n bits

into the .L-element host vector X, we need to divide X into nf log2(M) subvectors. Each subvector'

has a length on Llog2(M)ln. A difielent M leads to a difierent number.of subvector.s, and llence

a difielent length of subvectors. Our goaì is to look into the error perfolmânce as a function of

M. Based on (3.29), rve plot a se]u of Pe-M culves, fixing L : 4096,n: 16, r = {80,60,40,20},

as shorvn in Fig. 3.11. F\'om this figule, we can see clearly that as M incleases, the error latio

drops monotonically. This is particulally obvious rvhen r is smâll, i.e., rvhen the watelmalk signal
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is strong.

tos2{M) 
12 t4 16

Figure 3.11: The pelfolmance improvement of rì,f-ary phase modulâtion based data hiding as a
function of -ù1.

3.9 An Example of a Multibit Watermark Design

In this section, rve apply the techniques introduced in previous sections in the design of a practical

watelmarking system, on rvhich some experimental results are obtained and presented with details.

Florn the results the efiectiveness of the proposed algolithms and techniques ale velifled.

3.9.1 The Structure of an Experimental Multibit -Watermarking 
System

In order to see the advantage of watermarks based on M-ary phase modulation, rve design a multibit

watelmarking system via a combination of M-ary phase rnodulation and CDMA techniques. The

structure of the watermark embedder is shown in Fig. 3.12.

Filst, an image x undergoes an8x8 block DCT tlansform. Ineach8x8 matrix of DCT

coefficients, some mid-fi'equency coefficients are selected for rvatermalking, as illustrated by Fig.

3.13. The selected coefficients ale subsequently reorganized to be a 1-D feature vector X. A bit

sequence b : (b1, ..., ôn) to be embedded into X has to be mapped into a sequence of M-aly symbols

¡¡: (rn[l], ...,^["')), rvhele n' : nl Iog2 M . For each M-aly syrnbol m[i], a diffelent refelence PNS
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Figule 3.12: The embeddel structure of the multibit rvaterrnarking system based on M-ary phase
modulation plus CDMA.

Figule 3.13: The coefficients in an 8x8 DCT block selected for data hiding.

Wr¿ is needed, and thelefole n/ reference PNSs are generated rvith a key K. The ith PNS Wr¿ is

rnodulated by the M-ary symbol rn[d] in the ith M-ary modulator', in the rvay described in Section

3.6, which results in W*¿. Due to the ploperty of quasiorthogonâlity, the rzl modulated PNSs

can be added up based on CDMA. The cornposite signal ![, W-¿ is subsequently scaled by a

factol a to control the tladeoff between rvatermark robustness and watermark obtrusiveness, befole

it is combined with the feature vector X. Each element in the resulting rvatelrnarked. vector i is

substituted fot its oliginal counterpaÌt in the DCT coefficient matlix, and finally the rvatelrnalked

image i is obtained thlough an invelse DCT.

A mechanism showu in Fig. 3.14 is designed for rvatelmark extraction. A feature vector X/

is first extlacted from a possibly distorted watermarked signal x/ thlough an 8 x 8 block DCT

tlansfolm, and then fed into each of the n/ M-aly demodulatots. Based on the same key Il, the n/
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lefelence PNSs are le-generated, and they are used in the n/ M-aly demodulators lespectively for

the estimation of the embedded symbols. The detaìls of each M-ary demodulatol ale shorvn in Fig.

3.8, and explained in Section 3.6. The estimated M-aly symbols ñlil,i.:1, ..., n/, are subsequently

rnapped into the estimated bit sequence i, : 18r,..., a"¡.

3.9.2 Experimental Results

With the watermark embedder (Fig. 3.12) and the rvatermark extractor (Fig. 3.1a), we performed

some experiments, focusing on watelmark lobustness to some comÌron manipulations and the

relationship betrveen the rvatermalk lobustness and the value of M. The test images are a set of

256x256 irnages rvith 256 gray levels, shorvn in Fig. 3.15. For each experiment in this section, the

watermalk strength factol a is adjusted such that the quality of the rvatermarked image lemains

the saure, PSNR: 40d8. The watermalk lobustness is measured by bit error r-ate (BER).

Figule 3.14: The decoder structu.re of the rnultibit rvatelmarking system based on M-aly phase
modulation plus CDMA.

'Watermark Robustness to Lossy Compression

Lossy complession of images, dominantly represented by JPEG standard, is a cornmon and easy

way to plocess images, and thelefor-e watelmalk robustness against JPEG compression is necessary.

An example of JPEG complession is illustrated in Fig. 3.16(a). To look into the robustness

of the designed rvatelmalk against JPEG compression, we first watermalk images with the data

to be embedded, and then compless the rvate¡marked images rvith a nurnbel of diffelent quality
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Figure 3.15: Origina.l test images. (a)

(r) (e)

Lena. (b) Baboon. (c) F-16. (d) Fishing boat. (e) Elaine

(h)

(f) Watch. (g) Peppers. (h) Sailboat
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Figure 3.16: Attack exampÌes. (a)
Gaussian noise, ø: 10. (e) Salt &

JPEG lossy compression, QF:30. (b) Cropping, 5O%. (c) Gaussian filtering, 5 x 5,o": 1. (d)
pepper noise, D : 0.05. (f) Histogram equlization. (g) Median filtering. (h) Wiener filtering.



factot's. The embedded data is estirnated by ilie rvatermalk extlaction algorithm possibly with

erlols fi'om the complessed rvatermarked images. Another objective of this experirnent is to see

the lelationship betrveen rvater-rnark robustness and the value of M. For this purpose, rve take

M e {2, 4,16, 256, 65536}.

Shorvn in Fig. 3.17 are a family of curves of error pelfolmânce âs â function of JPEG quality

factols. Each point on the curves is obtained as the avelage value of 100 independent expeÌiments,

each of rvhich has a difrelent random sequence of 64 bits as its data input. Fì'om Fig. 3.17 one

can see that with the increase of quality factor, BER dlops monotonically. An irnportant trend

is that the value of M influence BER signifrcantly, in particular, a lalger M gives a lorver BER.

This lesult evidently shorvs that M-aly modulation is preferable in the design of a multibit spread

spectrum-based watelmarking system.

0

Ig 0.4
I
.3 o.g
iñ

JPEG quality factor

Figule 3.17: The ellor performance of the rnultibit rvatermalking system based on M-aly modu-
lation plus CDMA, under JPEG lossy compression. The number of bits embedded is 64, and the
quality of waterrnalked irnages is PSNR : 40d8.

'Wate¡mark Robustness to Image Clopping

hnage cropping lefels to the loss of some pârts of an irnage, especially along the borders. An

example of irnage cropping is illustrated in Fig. 3.16(b). Lnage cropping blings about the paltial

0

0.1
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loss of watermark information. The objective of this expeliment is to look at the system's ability to

recover the ernbedded data fi'om incomplete rvatermarked images. Plefelably the embedded data

can be extracted at a lorv eÌror late undel mild irnage cropping. In our expeliments, rve crop the

rvatermarked images evenly along the foul borders to diferent degrees, and recold the errots in

data extlaction fi'om the cropped images. The amount of data ernbedded is 128 bits. Shorvn in Fig.

3.18 is a farnily of BER curves, rvith lI e {24,28,216} r as a function of the lernaining factor, rvhich

is the latio of the number of remaining pixels to that of originaì pixels. From the figule, one can

see that the rvatelmark has outstanding robustness to image clopping, especially when M:216.

Everl if 75Vo of the image pixels ale clopped, the embedded data can stilì be extlacted rvith very

lorv BER at the magnitude 0(10-3).

Figure 3.18: The ellor pelformance of the rvatelrnalk under image cropping. The numbel of bits
embedded is 128, and the quality of watermaÌked images is PSNR : 40d8.

Watermark Robustness to Lowpass Filtering

Lorvpass filtering is anothel common folm of image processing, rvhich can be perfolmed conveniently

eithel in a transfolm domain or dilectly in space domain [28]. Here rve use a Gaussian filter to

test the rvatelmark robustness to this kind of attack against rvaterrnalked images. One such attack

example is illustlated in Fig. 3.16(c). We apply 216-aly phase rnodulation, set the lergth ofdata to

E

¡D
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be 128 bits and PSNR:40d8 in aìl the expelirnents. Fig. 3.19(a) shorvs the test results in the cases

of3 x 3 and 4 x 4 filter sizes, while the results for 5 x 5 Gaussian filters are given in Fig. 3.19(b).

The standard deviation of the Gaussian filter is chosen to covel a rvide range: 0.5 < o, < 2. The

results ale the avelage of 1000 r'epetitions. In all oul expelirnents, BER=O in the case of 3 x 3 filters

regaldless ofør, and BER:O if ac < 1.5 inthe casesof4x4 and 5x 5 filters. These results indicate

that the designed rvatelmark has outstanding lobustness against the attack of lorvpass filtering.

t.4

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

l.e-FiË"¡'"r's-l i

ii
:

Slanda¡d dev¡ation of lhe Gauss;an iilter

E

i!

0.4

o.2

.5
Sla¡dard devialion ot the Gaussian filter

(a) (b)

Figule 3.19: The ellol rate as â function of the staì1dard deviation of Gaussian filter. (a) a, : 3
and 4. (b) or:5.

Watermalk Robustness to Other Attacks

Besides the attacks consideled above, rve are concerned about the rvatermark robustness to some

other kinds of attacks as well. A set of common image manipulations, including noise addition and

image enhancement operations which are illustrated in Fig. 3.16, ale applied to the watet'marked

images in oldel to test the wâtermalk lobustness. Table 3.1 lists the erlol lates undel these

attacks. Thloughout all the tests, we use 216-ary phase modulation, embed 128 bits of data and

make PSNR:40d8. The table shorvs the embedded data a:r'e robust enough agâinst most cornmonly

used image plocessing opelations.

f+-Jitrê^Lze,4.41
| -r ¡¡lter size: 3xg I
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Table 3.1: Watermark robustness to other common attacks

Salt & pepper noise

Nledian filtering

Wiener' filtering

penlng
in Paintshop Plo)

3.10 Chapter Summary

In this chapter', we have focused on the design of a multibit rvatermarking system based on spread

spectrum technique. Stalting from the simplest 1-bit watelrnark, sevelaì techniques have been

introduced to construct an rz-bit watermalk, including FDMA, CDMA, and M-a.ry modulation.

Compared with an FDMA/CDMA-based rvatelrnark, an M-aty modulation-based watermark is

advantageous because it is capable of ca.r'rying more information rvith the same rvatermark energy.

Conventional M-aly modulation has been limited to M < 256, due to the heavy computation

associated with the collelation-based signal detection. HorveveL, rvith the proposed M-ary phase

modulation, which is based on the cilcular shifts of a refelence PNS, the amount of computation in

watelmark detection is drastically leduced. F\r'thelmore, rve also plovide the design of an extended

M-aly phase modulated watelmark based on a set of windorved cilculal shifts of a PNS of length

M, which bleals the lestriction on the value of M due to the length of the feature vector. A

practical design of a multibit rvatelmark based on M-aly phase rnodulation plus CDMA has been

plesented. The simulation lesults shoiv that M-ary phase rnodulation has greatly improved the

tladeoff amoug a rvatermark's trânsparency, r'obustness and infolmation capacity.



Chapter 4

Geometrically Robust Image

\Matermarking in Cartesian

Coordinates

4.7 Introduction

In Chapter'2 and Chaptel3, we have elaborated on some techniques and algolithms that can be used

to enhance the rvatermalk lobustness, and given an exampìe of a coherent rvatermarking system.

With those techniques, rve have achieved good rvatelmark lobustness to â vâriety of common

attacks, such as ìossy compression and lowpass filtering. Such lobustness makes the rvatelmark

applicable in some situaJions. It is rvorth noting that the lobustness of a coherent watelmarking

system necessitates the synchlonization of the rvatelmalked featule vectol and the leference PNS

pattelu, i.e., each eìement ofthe rvatelrnalked feature vector has been rnodifled by the same-position

elerrent of the lefelence PNS pattern. However', in applications rvhele a rvaterrnarked image has to

undergo geometlic distortions, the embedded data ale likely to be lost. By geornetric distoltion,

lve mean that an image object is changed geornetrically. This category of distortions includes



some common ones like image rotation, scaling, ând flipping, and some other uncom[ìon ones like

sheâring, aspect ì'atio change, and even random rvarping. The rvatelmark designed in Chapter 3

does not survive geometlic distortions for trvo leasons. Filstl¡ under geomettic distoltion the host

features like DCT coefficients aÌe chânged wildly and ilregulally. Secondly, a geometlic distortion

damages inevita.bly the synchlonization rvhich is clucial fol the correct detection of the spread

spectruÌn rvaterrnark. It is a rvell known fact that many existing image rvâteÌmarking algorithms

are vulnerâble to geometÌic attacks [62]. Despite the efforts and pÌogress made in this dilection, the

waterma¡k robustness to geometric distortions has not been well addressed, and it still remains an

open problem. In this chaptel and Chapter 5, rve deal rvith this problem and pr-ovide solutions by

taking advantage ofthe invariance propelty ofcilculally orthogonal rnoments, i.e., Zernike moments

and pseudo-Zernike moments.

4.2 Existing Approaches: a Brief Overview

Some reseatch has been done to deal with the water-malk's vulnerability to geometric distortions.

A variety of methods have been proposed 156, 40,23, 60,2, I, 3, 47,25,73,24, 38, 80, 81], which

are sumrnarized and categorized as follorvs.

4.2.I Distortion fnversion

This is an intuitive apploach. In oldel to combat geometric manipulations, a registration pattern

is inserted into the host signal along rvith the watelmalk [60, 23], or the rvatermalk is designed

with a special structure [40], so that in the stâge of rvatermalk detection the involved geometlic

distortions can be identified and rneasured, and thus the distoltions can be lemoved by an inversion

plocess. The natuÌe of this approach is the incoÌporation of trvo watermarks, one for data payload

and the other fol distortion detection. This rnay bring trvo issues. On the one hand, the existence of

a second watermârk eithel causes additional distoltion of the cover signal or decreases the a:nount

of data payload. On the othel hand, fol correct watermark extlaction, both watermalks must be
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robust, which is often difficult to achieve.

4.2.2 Image Normalization

The second category is based on image normalization [1, 24]. An image can be nolmalized to a

certain position, olientation and size [67], rvhich ale invariant to image tlanslation, rotation and

scaling, r'espectively. The host irnage is nolmalized prior to wateÌmârk inseltion, and the irnage is

denorrnalized back to its oliginal look after rvatermark inseltion. At the watermark extlactor', the

'watelma¡ked image has to undergo the same norrnalization process befole rvatermark detection.

An outstanding disadvantage of this apploach is that an image has to expelience trânsformâtions

twice in the watermarking process, rvhich inevitably causes extra quality degradation of the image

on top of the rvatermark-induced distortion. Another problem is thât the image distoltion due

to the inseltion of the watermark and subsequent attacks is likely to result in a slight change of

the nolrnalized position, orientation or size, rvhich is a fatal issue for the synchronization-sensitive

watermalk detection.

4.2,3 Invariant'Watermarking

The thild category, in which rve aÌe most interested, is based on the invaliance plopelties of sorne

irnage features. Diferent image features have diffelent invariance properties. Image features that

have been used fol invariance watermarking include Foulier'-Mellin tlansfolm doma.in coeficients,

geometÌic moment invaliants and Zelnike moments.

'Watelmarking in Fourier'-Mellin Domain

O'Ruanaidh et al. frtst reported rotation-scaling-translation (RST) invariant rvatermarks in the

Fourier-Mellin domain 156]. Given an irnage /(k, l), k : 1, ..., N,l : 1, ..., N, a discrete Foulier

transfolm modulus (DFTM) is taken fir'st to form a nerv function

!,(u,u) :lËËrt*,,1*pl-jzn(uk+,/)/Nll, u,o= 1,...,N. (4.1)tËiEí |
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Subsequently a log-polar tla¡rsfolm is performed on fi (2, t-,), resulting in another function Íz(p, q) :

fi(z,u), where (p,q) and (u,u) arc related by

tu 
: 

"o "o"(ø¡

[, = er sin(q)

Then anothe:: DFTM rvith lespect to /2(p, q) is taken

(4.2)

(4.3)

The resulting function /3(s, t) is RST invariant, because fi(2, u) is translation-invariant due to the

translation-invaliant ploperty ofthe DFT 128], and the transform (4.2) converts image lotation and

scaling into translations in the (p,q)-plane, rvhich ale made invariant by anothel DFT-modulus

opelation. The RST invariant coefficients /3(s,t) ale the rvatermarking space. Although this

apploach seems flawless in theory, the involved forward and inverse ìog-polar transforms pose an

irnplernentation difficulty [56] and lead to severe image degenelation, rvhich is a big limitation in

rvaterrnarking applications.

.f¡(s,¿) : lËËrr,r" xpt-j2tr(ps+ s¿)/Nll, s,ú: 1....,N
lr-ã, I
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Watermarking via Geometric Moment Invariants

Using geometric moments, one can obtain two sets of invaliants. One set consists of seven invariants

to olthogonal transformations, including rotation, scaling, and flipping [31]:

1þr :q2o +T oz

sbz:(nzo-noùz+4n?l

,þz :(rtzo - Srlrz)2 -f (3rjzt - nos)2

,þ¿ :(rtzo ! ,ln)' + (rt^ -f ,tos)2

,þs:(nso - Srtn)(næ + nn)[(nzo i ntz)2 - 3(nn -l noz)21

-t (3qx - qos)(qzt + ryoa)[3(ry¡o -r nn)2 - (nn * q6)21

,þa =(,jzo - qoz)[(qzo r ,nz)2 - (,tn + qos)z] * Aryt(nzo + nu)(nn -l noz)

nþz =(3nn - To3)(430 + rvz)l(nso -f thz)2 - 3(qzr * qo¡)21

- (q¡o - 3n:r.)(nn + ryo¡)[3(l¡o -t ttn)2 - (Tn * r¡û)21.

The other set is composed of four affine transfolmation invariants [31, 66]:

L:(L,zot oz _ p?)Ipâo,

Iz :(pSopïs - 6p¿ou2tt-Lr2pol + Attsoplz +  pospït - spZrp?) I p'oï,

Is :(t"zot"ztttos - l.rzoþ?z - p\lplopol * ttrttztptz + po2psol.tl2 - pozp\) I plo,

Is :fuïopïs - 6 PïoLLlr tLl2tlol - 14ïoltozttztpoz -l gpZottozp?z - lS ttzotttt pozt¿zt tttz

- Spl¡Æopo3 - 1ltzop|zpsolttz + l2¡r2oll?rLl21uoz I \¡rzoptt¡rozLtzopoe -19pzottzozp\t

+ I2Ll?ltlo2uzour2 - 6pnp32Æoun + Ulr¡fio¡¡r¿¿.

The 4's in the above equations denote the nolmalized central moments of an image /(ø, y):

nw: -J#Ã¡r, p+ q > 2,
ltoo " "'

rvhere ¡-roo is the centlal momelt, defined by

/noo /oopps: I I @-t)o(a-g)of\r,s)dxdy,
J_æJ_d)
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(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)



rvhele (2, y) is the centroid of the image /(z, gr).

These two sets of invariants can be employed fol image watelmalking [2, 59]. It is a rvell-

knorvn fact that although {ange} is a complete basis set, it is not orthogonâl [18]. This leads to

difficulty of direct rvaterma¡k embedding in the space of geometlic moments. To circumvent this

problem, one can use the olthogonal Legendre moments [18] to embed the rvatelmalk, and use the

af,orementioned invaliants to detect the rvatermalk, as performed in 159].

HorveveL, there exist some limitations in this approach, rvhich are listed below.

¡ Due to the small numbel of invariants, it is difficult to embed a multibit watelmalk, although

it is possible to embed a zero-bit watelmark.

o The nonlineal nature of the invariânts mâkes them potentially unstable. A small error in the

computation of ppq :nlay result in unpledictable etrol of the invariants.

o Geometric moments, or central momerts in (a.16), ale defined for analog images, and so

aÌe the invariant s th, ,..,tþt and Ii, ..., Ia. For digital irnages, the invariance propelty is often

complomised to some extent due to numerical elrols involved in moment computation [43, 44].

Watermarking via Zelnike Moments

Zerdke moments [69, 70, 37] are a type of olthogonal rnornents defined on the unit disk rvith

an âttractive property that their magnitudes âre invaÌiar].t to image Ìotatior., which is potentially

suitable fol invat'iant image watelmarking. However, so far only some plimitive resealch in this

dilection has been leported in litelature.

Zernike rnoments were first repolted as rvateu¡ark features by Fatzam et al. [25] to achieve

lvatermark robustness to lotation, additive noise and JPEG complession. An image is divided into

some concentric regions, whose Zelnike moments aÌe subsequently modulated by the rvateÌmalk

signal. One of the weaknesses of this apploach is that the cumulative geometric errols along the

borders of the conceltric regions inevitably lead to seveÌe image degradation, making the quality
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of the watermârked image unacceptable.

More recently, in [38] the authors proposed embedding a zero-bit rvatermark by modifying a

featule vector consisting of Zelnike moments rvith orders belorv 5. One ploblern of this approach

is that it is hardly possible to adapt the algorithm to multibit watermarking, because only a very

small nurnber of moments rvele used.

In these trvo apploaches, the accuracy issue of moment computation [43, 45, 58], which is crucial

fol digital images, was disregalded. As to be shown in this chapter, the rotational invariance

propelty of Zernike moments are not uniformly ideal, and it is even not valid for some Zelnike

moments. Without consideration of this ploblem, the usefulness of Zelnike moments for invariant

watelmarking has to be compromised.

In the remaindel of this chapter, rve considel in depth the acculacy issue of Zernike moments,

and accordingly propose a multibit wateÌmarking algorithm, which achieves an impressive perfor-

mance. Along rvith Zernike moments, pseudo-Zernike moments, another kind of orthogonal mo-

ments on the unit disk, are aìso studied for image watermalking. Both theoletical and expelimental

results are plesented, rvhich are based on our Ìecent lesearch [80, 81, 82, 84].

4.3 Zernike Moments and Pseudo-Zernike Moments

4.3.L Zernike/Pseudo-Zernike Functions

The Zelnike basis is a set of complete and olthogonal functions on the unit ¿isk D: {(2,9)

,2 + a2 11), defined by [90, 9]:

von@,s) : Roo(P)"iot, (4.17)

where p: JATæ,0 : tan-I(Alr). Here p is a non-negâtive integer and q is an integer that

takes positive, negative , or zelo values such that p - lql is even and non-negative. The ladial

Zernike polynomial fuoþ) is defired by the following formula

þ-lql)/z
D t -\ 

* \--'- (-1)"(p - s)l/-2"-"trtt\r'/ 
3 st(+-s)t(zf -"¡r'

(4.18)



A modified version of Zelnike basis is the so-called pseudo-Zernike basis [6, 70], which is also a

set of complete and olthogonaì functions on the unit disk D, and has the same form of deflnition

as (4.17) rvith two exceptions. One is that q is only restricted to be lql ( p, and the othel is that

the radial polynornial R"oþ) i" defined diffelently by

tJ 
Gr)"(2p+1 -s)!pP-" (4.1e)RrnØ): \z-1 st(p+ lsl +1-s)l(p-lql - s)!

Both Zelnike basis and pseudo-Zelnike basis satisfy the follorving orthogonality condition:

f f T -

J Jrv*A,ulv;n,@,u)dxdu: o.,t*,doo,, (4.20)

rvhere the asterisk denotes complex conjugate.

4.3.2 Zernike/Pseudo-Zernike Moments

Like any other orthogonal and complete basis, the Zelnike/Pseudo-Zernike basis ca¡r be used to

decornpose an analog image function /(2, y):

rf",ù:î t Aoovoo@,y), (4.21)
p:0 {permissible q}

rvhele Aon is the Zelnike moment (ZNl) ol Pseudo-Zelnike mornent (PZM) of ordel p with r-epetition

g, which is defined by

A*=+ | l¡ø,ot ;,rx,s)d.nd.s. (4.22)

For digital images, (4.22) cannot be applied directly. Assume an N x -lú irnage matrix -F (2, j), i :

1,..., N,i : 1,...,1/ is given. In ordel to coÍìpute its ZMs/PZMs, one has to first rnap I'(2,i) into

the function /(ø¿,3r¡) defined in [1, 1] x [1, 1], such rhat f (z¿,g¡) : F(i, j),i,: 1, ..., N, j : 1, ..., N,

rvhere r¿: (2i' - N - 1)/N and gj = (2j - N- 1)/¡'/. Vierving f(r¿,y¡) as a pixeì-wise constant

irnage function, one can approximate (4.22) by [43, 45, 58]

Árr:+ll,oo(,0,a¡)Í(,¿,aì, Ø.23)
13
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where the values of i ând j are taken such Lhal (r¿,g¡) e D, and

(4.24)

whele À : fr is ttre pixel width ol height. FoÌ the computâtion of the lactor von(ni,g¡), the most

commonly used folmula, which is also the simplest one, is

ues(r ¿, a j) x À2vln@ r u i). (4.25)

Some mole complex nume¡ical techniques, such as the multidimensional cubatule folmulas intlo-

duced in [43, 45] can be used to improve the âccuracy of the factor upq(r¿,gj).

We have to point out that the ZMsfPZMs of disclete images computed via (4.23) and (4.25) a.re

not accurate in a strict sense. As analyzed in 143, 45, 58], there exist trvo sources of errols, nameìy

geometric error and numelical integration ellor, in the computation of ZMs/PZ\4s. The former is

due to the fact that the areas covered by the pixels involved in the computation of moments never

sum up exactly to the alea of the unit disk. The lattel comes from the approximâtion of upn(r¿,y¡)

via a folrrula like (4.25).

Due to the close similarity of Zelnike moments and pseudo-Zernike moments, rve do not dif-

ferentiate between theil r'lotations in this thesis. We use.4oo to denote both ZMs and PZMs, and

VrnO to denote both Zernike polynomials and pseudo-Zelnike polynomials. F\rthermore, since rve

are plimarily concerned with digital images, rve deal with Àon defined in (a.23), rathel than,4ro

defined in (4.22), aû, therefole we shall simply use.Aon to denote ,4pq, unless otherrvise stated.

4.3.3 The Invariance Properties of Z}lI,s /PZ}ds

The leason rve use ZMs/PZMs fol image rvatelmarking is that they have some very important

propelties, i.e., their rnagnitudes are invaliant under image rotation and image flipping. \Ve norv

elaborate on these propelties.

r,+à ru¡+à
ups@¡,u¡): I L vln@,u)dxdu,

Jri-; JUj-i
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Rotation Inva¡iance

If an image f(r,y) is rotated o degrees counterclockwise, it can be shown that the ZMs/PZMs of

the resulting image are

Af,X) = Aonu-iø", (4.26)

where Aoo aa ,+!,fi) denote the ZMsIPZMs of the original irnage J(z,g) and the rotated image,

lespectively. This leads to ¡a$"0) 1: lÁool. Therefore, if a rvatelmark is inserted. in the magnitudes

of ZMslPZMs, it is robust to rotation. We have to note that this property holds fol analog images,

however, fol discrete images rvhose ZMsIPZMs are typically computed via (4.23) and (4.25), this

property has to be compromised to some extent. We have a detailed analysis in the next section.

Flipping Invariance

Anotlrel intelesting property of ZNIsIPZMs is about image flipping, eithel horizontal ol vertical.

If we define the holizontally flipped version of the irnage f @,,A,) as fftÐ(nu,gu) : Í(-x,,g,)
rvhose ZMs/PZMs are denoted. Uv ¿Ált), and the vertically flipped velsion of the image /(2.,, g,) as

¡("1)@u,au): Í(r,,-aò whose ZMs/PZMs are denoted ly a[]Ð, ttren

AW :k t vln@,,uòr$Ð@*,u,)
{(ø",e,)€D}

:k D Rooþ)"-inqÍ(-r,,a,)
{(ø",y,)€Ði

:k t Reqþ)e-iq("-o)f@*,a,)
{(ø",e")eD}

: k I e\oRonþ)dqeÍ(",,a,)
{(oû,v,)€D}

= er)qA;q (4.27)
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where fr: (P{)!. Siroitarty,

Afno =n t
t(¡:u,yule])Ì

r- \-z,
{(¿ù,sù)€Ð}

-r. \-'" zr
{(ø",y")eD}

-i. \-z-
((c",y")eÐj

" pq'

vío@u,a,) f$r) (nu,au)

Runþ)"-ino rþ,,-a,)

4oço¡e-io?e\ ¡6,,r,¡

RnoØ)"ioo Í (r,, g,)

(4.28)

In either case, the magnitudes of ZMsfPZMs do not change, i.e., la!|Ðl : l,4rnl and tAtP) :

],4oo l. This property is of signifrcance in watelmarking applications, since if a watelma¡k is embed-

ded into ZMs/PZMs, it is lobust to image flipping. Image flipping is an easy and effective forrn of

attack to which many existing watelmarking algolithms ale vulnelable.

Scaling Invariance

Although in theoly ZMsIPZMs are not invâriant to image scaling, we can still obtain scaling

invariance in practice, eithel by changing the unit disk region accoldingly or lesizing the image to

a ca¡onical size, plovided that the unit disk is rnade to cover the same contents of the image. It

is worth noting that this plopelty holds rvell only rvhen the image is scaled rnoderately. When the

image is scaled to a much smaller size, this propelty is compromised due to the loss of information.

In rvatermat'king scenarios, it is often leasonable to âssume that the images are scaled only slightly,

because othelrvise the value of the host signal would be lost.

4.4 Non-ideal Invariance of ZMs/PZMs of Digital Images

As stated above, fol a digital image, due to geometìic elror and numerical integratiot ellor',

ZMsIPZMs cannot be cornputed acculately. This inaccuracy of ZMsfPZMs has a negative im-
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pact on the afor-ernentioned lotation-invariance property, mâking it hold only apploximately. Our

concern is horv close this apploxirnation is. We argue that the rnagnitude invaliance of a particular

ZM/PZM depends on its computation accurâcy. We have obselved that computed with (4.23) and

(4.25), diffelent moments have diferent levels of computation acculacy. To see this clearly, let us

look at an example. Assume rve have an 128 x 128 image of a constânt graylevel 127. Based on

(4.23) and (4.25), rve have calculated its ZMs and PZMs up to order 12, rvhose magnitudes are

shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. In theoly, all the ZMs/PZMs of this image except

,46s should be zelo, but in fact ive can see from these tables that a nurnber of moments deviate

fi'om zero, and some of them even have considelable magnitudes. In general, rve have the follorving

resuìts.

Theorem 4,7 The Zetnálee/pseud,o-Zernilte moments of a constant i,rnage f (r¿,y¡) : T, computed

ui,a (4,.23) and (1.25), are

"(1 
+ O(À1)), if p: q: s

nonzero, iÍpl0 and, q -- 4i,, i, e i,nteger

0, otheruise,

where À is the piret uid,th, and,7 < 1 < 312 i,s the erponent characterizi,ng the geometric error.

The proofofthis theorem can be found in Appendix 4.4. This theorem is significant for invaliant

rvatermalking with intended robustness against geometlic distortions. Flom this theorern, rve knorv

that not all the ZMs/PZMs of a discrete image can be acculately computed. When q :4¿, ¿ ç

integer, ,4oo is not accura,te, and thelefore lAool is not invaliant to image rotâtion. Because of this,

those,4.on's rvith q:4ii are not suitable for invariant waterma:rking.

4.5 Watermark Embedding

Based on the above conclusion about the lotational invaliance of ZMslPZMs, rve can design a

rvatelmark rvith lobustness to image rotation, flipping, and scaling. As a rule of thumb, one
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Table 4.1: Magnitudes of Zernike moments up to order 72 with m ) 0 for a \28 x 128 constant image

0.7083
0.0000

1.1689 0.0000 0.0049
0.0000 0.0000

t.6rr7 0.0000 0.0004
0.0000 0.0000

2.0287 0.0000 0.0136
0.0000 0.0000

2.4Lt0 0.0000 0.0375
0.0000 0.0000

2.7487 0.0000 0-0757

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000

4567

0.0000
0.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.0000

0.0000 0.0000
0.0000

I

0.2140
0.0000

0.2169 0.0000

0.0000
0.1900 0.0000

11

t,

ì:

ti

I

0.0153



Table 4.2: Magnitudes of pseudo-Zernike moments up to order 12 with q ) 0 for a 128 x 128 constant image

Or

s:0 1

1

2

3

4
5

t¡

7

8

9

0

1

2

0.4728 0.0000
0.7044 0.0000 0.0000
0.9329 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.1482 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0049
1.3682 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000
1.5486 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 0.0000 0.0000
1.7667 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0203 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1.8816 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0377 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2140
2.1156 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0612 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1993 0.0000
2.1188 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0918 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1704 0.0000 0.0000
2.4006 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1305 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1252 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2.2284 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1785 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0614 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0153



can circumvent the non-ideal property of invariance by avoiding those inaccurâte Z\tsfPZMs for

rvatermarking. The structule of the watermark embeddel are depicted in Fig. 4.1. The main ideas

are explained belorv.

Aux. bits
(b r..b )

Info. bits

(b'' "b")

(brn...bt*r)

f (x,,y ¡

Í (x,, y ¡)

Figure 4.1: The structule of the rvatelmark ernbedder'

4.5.L Structure of Embedded Bit Sequence

The embedded bit alray consists of two parts, as indicated by Fig. 4.2. The fir'st part is an /-bit

auxiliary sequence (ð1...b¡), rvhich is followed by the second part, a J-bit infolmative sequence

(bt+t...bt+¡). The auxilialy paÌt is a fixed bit sequence, knorvn to both the rvatermark embedder

Bit sequence

formation
L= I + J

ZM]PZM
selection

[( o,, e) -. ( n", a,))

Computation
of quantization

step size 
^

Dither vectols
generation

ldr (o)...d¿(o)]

Id{l) ... d 10)lWatemark signal
reconstruction

w(xi,y j)
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and watermark extractorj whose purpose is to facilitate the determination of the unit disk. Due to

the possible geometric distoltions, such as image resizing, it is crucial for the rvatermalk extractor

to Ìrave the exact knorvledge of the image legion covered by the unit disk in older fol the informative

bits to be extracted. We address this issue by embedding the fixed auxiliary bit sequence (ó1...ò¡).

When the adopted region is not the correct unit disk region, the extracted auxiliary bit sequence

(å/r...òi) displays landornness, and thus does not aglee rvell rvith the ernbedded sequence (ö1...ó¡).

On the contlary, if the unit disk region is adopted corlectly, the trvo sequences match rvell. It can

be shorvn that the probability that a uniformly distributed random bit sequence (óir...ö!) rnatches

the fixed sequence (ð1...å¡) at more than II bit positions is

I t ,'.
P(I,H\:2-r t l' Iz----/ \ 1, Ii=H \ /

(4.2s)

For exampìe, if the given sequence is 16 bit long, of which 14 bits ale matched by an extracted

bit sequence, we are almost sule that the correct unit disk region is located, because P(16, 14) =
2.1 x 10-3, meaning thât the probability that it is not the unit disk region is only 2.1 x 10-3.

J informative bits

Length of embedded bit sequerße L = I + J

Figule 4.2: The structure of the embedded bit sequence

4,5.2 Selection of ZMs /PZ}/ds

The follorving factors have to be taken into account in selection of ZMs/PZMs for data hiding.

¡ As shown in the plevious section, the combination of geometric erÌor and numerical integla-

tion erlol makes the cornputation of some ZMsfPZMs inaccurate, thus compromising their'

invaliance property. As a lesult, some ZMs/PZMs can be cornputed mole acculatel¡ hence

bl br b,*, bt*t
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more suitable fol invariant data hiding than others. According to Theorem 4.1, all Aoo's with

repetition S : 4i', i € integer, have to be ruled out fol data hiding.

¡ Due to rounding errors rvhich become increasingly significa.nt as the the older goes up, there

exists a certain value p-r*, rvhich makes ,4on rvith p ) p^"" inaccurate, even if q I 4i.

Therefore only those ,4oo's rvith p 3 pn 
"* 

are reliable and selected for data hiding.

¡ Because of the conjugate symmetry Aiq : Ap,,o, only about half of ZMs/PZMs have inde-

pendent magnitudes, and in practice rve only choose those,4on's with q > 0.

Consideling all these factols, the set of applicable ZMsIPZMs can be denoted by S : {áon,p <

pmax,e 2 0,q I al.\. The cardinalities of S, denoted by lslzr,r and lSlpz¡a in the cases of ZMs and

PZMs, r'espectively, can readily be obtajned rvith straightforrvard algebra:

and

lSlzv:

lSlpzrr =

3på.-+8p-"" i{ñ _,1;16 '. tma_Y _ =ú

4*=þd if p^u": 4¿ ¡ 1

3P3,""-8P*"*+a :r -

.,2z.*Ii#t"4 if p_u* : 4¿ -¡ 3

+ ff p^u":4¿

9'3*1ff,4 ifp**:4i*l

+ if p^^":4¿¡2
D-2--."=#==4 il p^". = 4¿ ¡ 3

(4.30)

(4.31)

rvhele i is any nonnegative integet .

4.5.3 Modification of ZMs /PZllI.s

We apply dithel modulation for the modification of ZMs/PZMs. Dither modulation is a special

forrn of quantization index modulation, rvhich rvas first proposed for data hiding in 1131. With a
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base quantizer' 8(.), the dither rnodulation function is defined as

lov(r,m): Q(, - d(rn)) + d(m) (4.32)

rvhere ¿ is a scalar variable to be quantized, nz is a message symbol to be embedded in ø, and d(rn)

is the dither scalar associated rvith m. Dither modulation has the ploperty that the quantization

cells and leconstluction points of any given quantizer are shifted versions of the quantization cells

ând reconstruction points of any other quantizer'. Due to this special stlucture of quantizers,

dither modulation has the advantage of easy implementâtion. In oul wolk, we adopt binaly dither

modulation, i.e., m € {0, 1}, and one independent magnitude of Z\t IPZM is to carry one bit

information. In plactice one independent rnagnitude of ZMIPZM can be used to cally mole than

one bit, or more than one independent magnitude of ZMsIPZMs to câr'r'y one bit, rvhich rve discuss

Iater. A unifolm scalar quantizer is adopted as oul base quantizer O(.), i.e.,

q@ -_"(i) o, (4.33)

rvhere R(.) is the rounding operation, À is the step size of quantization.

Assurne a bit sequence b : (^, ...,b1), L < lSl and ö¡ e {0, 1}, is to be embedded in an image

f(r¿,a¡),i,i :1,2,..',N. For the sake of security, we use a seclet key K1 to pseudorandomly

choose tr ZMsIPZMs from S to folm a moment veclor Z : (Ap,q,, ..., Ao"o"), Ap,qi € S.

Now each bit fi'om b is to be embedded into an element of Z via dither modulation. The

magnitude of Aprq,,i = I,..., L is quantized according to (a.32) and (4.33), i.e.,

I 
Ar,n) = f n¡ (1 A o, n ), b i)

-o (lAe,q) - d¡(b¡)\ ,=?¿ [----^- ) ^ 
+ diþi), i : r, "', L (4.34)

rvhere d¿(.) is the dither function fol the ith quantizel satisfuing ¿¿(t) : î * d¿(0). The dither'

vector' (d1(0), ..., ¿¿(0)), rvhose elernents a,r'e unifolmly distlibuted over' [0, Ä], is pseudorandomly

genelated rvith anothel key K2, rvhich is used to fu¡ther increase the secrecy and seculity of the

embedded signal.
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As a result, a new vectoì' Z : (Ãoror, ..., Ãrro") can be obtained via the follorving caìculation:

rvhele ,4.o,n, is the dithel quantized velsion of ,4r,0,.

It is worth noting that in quantizing each Apiqi, if q¿ 10, its conjugate .4o,,-q, must be quantized

sirnultaneously to ensuÌe that they ahvays have the same magnitudes, so that the teconstructed

image is rea1.

4.5.4 Determination of Quantization Step Size

In using (a.Sa) to dither'-modulate the selected ZMslPZMs, we must first decide the quantization

step size A. Basically, A detelmines the tradeoff between the visibility and robustness of a wa-

termark. A largel A gives better wateÌmaÌk robustness, but makes the watermark mole visible,

and vice velsa. In plactice, the value of A can be decided by the required quality of a rvatermark

irnage, which, in our rvork, is the peek signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) defined by

)^ I7 l"Pisil À ,

^pi9i 
: 7-¡--1ttp¡q,5 L : t 1 ,,.t L'

l"Piqil

¡re2
PSNR(/,i) :10los1o+,

"'": #ËË{ir,,,r,l - Í@o,a¡)}'

-¡2 L
ø{"2}: Ç!(rr + r)-r

(4.35)

(4.36)

where f and / are the original image and the rvaterrnarked image, respectively, both rvith dimensions

N x l/, and

(4.37)
i=I j=I

is the squaled elror, whose relationship to A is explessed by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 Giuen a selected, set of ZMs/PZMs {Aoono}I:r of a stochasti.c image f (r¿,g¡), uhich

are to be dither-mod,ulated by (4.3Ð to generate a watermarked image ilz¡,g¡), the erpected, ualue

of the squared enor o! d,ef,ned, in (1.37) is related, to the quantization step size L by
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See Appendix 4.5 for the proof of this theorem. With this theolem, given a required PSNR (in

dB), rve can estirnate the quantization step A by the follorving forrnuìa

(4.3e)

4.5.5 Formation of the Watermarked Image

The reconstlucted rvater-malked irnage is composed of two palts. One pârt is the image components

contlibuted by the moments modified for watelmarking:

L

Íz@r,aì :\lÃo,nnvo,o,(txi,a) + Ãr,,-q,von,-n,(r¿,aì1. (4.40)

The other part is the image components contlibuted by the lest of the moments, i.e., the

moments rvhich are not modified:

Ín (a¡s¡¡: l@¿,a¡) - fz(r¿,ai), (4.41.)

.rherc f7(r¿,9¡) is the image componerts contlibuted by the moments selected fol rvatelmalking

before they ale modified:

L

Íz("¿,a¡):\lAr'o,voro,(r¡,y¡) + Ao,,-nnvo,,-or(ru,g¡)]. (4'42)

Therefore we obtain the watermarked image by combining the trvo par.ts

f @u,aì: ln (n¡,y¡¡ + fz@¿,aì. Ø.43)

Due to the lineality of the irnage recomtruction process, (4.40) can be tewritten as

LL
Í z@¿, aì : \(Ao*, * ep,q,)vp,q,(r¿, g ¡¡ + \(An,,-oi -f ep,,-n)vr",,n,(x¿, y ¡)

i=I ã= I

: w(r¿,g¡) +flAr,o,vr,o,(x¿,y¡) r Ar,,-n,vo,,-n,@¿,a¡)l (4.44)
'í=\

^:2ssl,r*å í,o* * ',-']
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wheÌe 6piqi = Ap,qn - Arro, alld €p¡,-q¡: Aon,-n, - Ao.,-'0, are tlÌe quaìl.tization noise signals of the

moments A, o, and ,4o,,-q,, r'espectively, and

L
w(r¿, a¡) : \[enno,Vo,o,("r, a ¡) I eo,,,o,Vo,-n,@¿, a)] (4.45)

is the leconstructed rvatelmalk signal, rvhich results f¡om the quantization noise of the seìected

ZMs/PZMs.

Therefore (4.43) tulns into

f (n¿,a¡) : 1,. (r¿,ai) + Íz(r¿,9¡) -t u(x¿,y¡)

= Í(x¿,a¡) + u(r¿,s¡).

4.6 Data Extraction

(4.46)

The plocess of rvatermark extlaction is shown in Fig. 4.3. Suppose there is a test image f'(r¿,A¡),

rvhich is a distolted velsion of f (r¿,g¡) aft,e,- some possible manipulations, such as r-otation and

scaling. OuI goal is to get an estimate of the hidden bit sequence ffon ft(r¿,y¡) at a lorv err.ol rate.

First, with the same key 1( as in the process of watermark insertion, the identities of ZMsfPZMs

involved in the data embedding plocess can be detelmined, which is denoted by [(pr, Sr ), ..., (pz, q¡,)]

The subsequent data extraction process can be described by the follorving two steps.

4.6.1, Locating the Unit Disk Region

The exact location of the unit disk region on the test image is crucial for tll.e extrâction of the

embedded data. To facilitate the sealch fol the unit disk legion, rve have to use the ernbedded

auxilialy bit sequence. Fol an assumed unit disk legion, rve extlact the first 1 bits (å'r...ö!), and

then compale them to the bits in the knorvn sequence (òt...öt). As stated befor.e, if the trvo

sequences match rvell, the assumption of the unit disk legion is corlect. Othetrvise the sealch

plocess continues, until the two sequences match rvell.
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ltt 
e'0,0,lo -t A'p,q D2

l{r e'o o, r, - t ,t'0,0, r)'
(i=l+1,..., L)

(û,u...î,r)

Figule 4.3: The stluctule of rvatermark extlactor

4.6.2 Informative Data Extraction

Once the urit disk legion is found, we can proceed to the extraction of the inforr¡ative data.

First the relevant rnornent vec\or Z' = (AL,*rs,*r, ..., AL"n) is computed. Then with the same

key 112 as in the embedder, the sarne trvo dither vectols (d1(0), ..., d¿(O)) and (d1(1), ..., d¿(1)) are

le-genelated. Using the same quantizel as in (4.34), rve quantize the magnitude of each .4! n rvith

tb.e trvo corresponding dithers respectively,

/ Át I J./;\ \
I,^' 

t - I l"P¡q¡l "¡\J/\ /A',,n,li: 
" (-=ï ) ^+ 

dli), (4.47)

rvhere i : I + l, ..., L, .r : 0, 1, lÁ!,0,l¡ denotes the quantized vatue of lÁ!,0,1 with dither d¿(i), and

7?(.) is the rounding opelation.
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By compa,ring the distances between lA!,0,1 and its trvo quantized versions, rve

estimate of the bit embedded on lAo,n,l

obtain the

(4.48)ôt: arc-minr(lA' ol - lA!o,o))", i=I+1,...,L.

which is so-called rninirnum distance decoder.

4.7 Simulation Results

In this section rve examine the robustness of the proposed rvatermalking algolithm to valious folms

of attacks. Unless othenvise stated, the test images are 256x256 rvith 256 glaylevels, and the unit

disk is chosen such that it is fully inside an image and touches the four borders. As an exa.mpìe,

Fig. a.aþ) is the watermarked version of Fig. 4.4(a), in rvhich an arÌay of 128 bits is embedded,

rvhile Fig.4.4(c) is the absolute difference between Fig.4.a(a) and Fig. 4.4(b), multiplied by 25 for'

better- displav.

Figure 4.4: An exarnple of using the ploposed algolithm. (a) Original Lena of size 256 x 256. (b)
Lena rvatermarked with 128 bits. (c) Exaggerated difference of (b) and (a).

4.7 .l The Quality of Watermarked Images

The PSNR of a rvatelmarked image is determined by trvo main factors. On the one hand, given

a fixed numbel of bits to be ernbedded, the PSNR is detelmined by the quantization step size Â



of the dither modulation imposed on the rnagnitudes on ZMIPZM. A larger A leads to a stronger

watermark, but lesults in a lorver PSNR, and vice versa. On the othel hand, given a fixed A or

rvatermark strength, the numbel of bits to be ernbedded decides the PSNR of the watermarked

image. The more bits are embedded, the lowel value is PSNR, and vice versa. The lelationship

between PSNR and these tlvo factors is clearly reflected in Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.5(b), rvhich are

the experimental results fi'orn ZM-based and PZM-based algolithms respectively. Evely data point

in these trvo figures is the average of 100 individual tests. It can be verified that Fig. 4.5(a) and

Fig. a.5þ) exactly agree with Theorem 4.2.

96 112 128
Number of b¡ts embedded

(b)

Figure 4.5: The quality of rvatelmarked images is affected by the numbe¡ of bits embedded and the
quantization step size. (a) ZfuI-based waterrnalking results. (b) PZM-based waterma.rking results.

In all oul expeliments, rve chose quantization step size À such that the resulting PSNR > 40d8,

rvhich gualantees a good watelmalk tÌansparency.

4.7.2 Robustness to Image Rotation

lVe ale particularly interested in the rvatelmark perfolmance, i.e., the bit errol- râte (BER), under

the attack of image rotation. We used Fig. a.6(a) as the test image, and 160-bit long landorn

sequences as the infolmation to embed. The quantization step sizes Â. rvere set such that an âvelage

PSNR = 42.5dB and 46.4d8 for ZM-based and PZM-based algorithms respectively. Fifteen different

(u)

--e- A=0.8
-€- 

^=1.0-<- L=1.2

-+- 
^= 

1 .6
+ À=1,8

--']- 
^=2,0

-e- 
^=0.8€- 
^=1.0< 
^=1.2

-3- 
^= 

1.6

-*- Â= 1.8
"'¡- A=2.O

96 128 160 192 224
Number ot bits embedded
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rotation angles á: {3',6',...,45o} rvere tried. The rotated version of each rvatermarked image

rvas computed via bilinear interpolation and the resulting additional black bolders rvele partially

cropped so that the image sizes rernained the same. Fig. 4.6(b) is an example ofthe rotated irnages.

To obtain the BER at a celtain rotation angle d, 100 different landomly generated bit sequences

rvere tlied and the the BER rvas taken as the avelage of the 100 cases. Fig. 4.6(c) shows the

simulation lesults, both for ZM-based algorithm and the PZM-based algorithm, illustrated by the

dotted line and the solid line respectively, fi'om rvhich we see ân excellent watelmark robustness to

image rotation with the rnaximum BER at 0(10-3). It can also be seen fi.om the figure that BER

is related irlegularly with 9.

4.7.3 Robustness to Image Scaling

Image scaling is anothel comrnon folrn of geometric attâcks. We looked at BERs under 16 diffelent

scaling levels. A 256 x 256 rvatelmarked image was scaled to smallel sizes, ranging from 128 x 128

to 248 x 248 with an interval 8 of side length. Fig. 4.7(a) is an example of the scaled irnages. Prior'

to watermalk extlaction, the scaled images were scaled back to the size 256 x 256. It is woÌth

noting that although they were scaled back to theil oliginal sizes, the images were quite difierent

from their unscaled versions due to the double scaling tr-ansfolms they underrvent. The scaling

opelation rvas performed via bilinear intelpolation. Fig. a.7(b) shows the results for embedding

80 bits and 160 bits by ZM-based watelmarking, while Fig. 4.7(c) gives the lesults fol embedding

80 bits and 160 bits by PZM-based watermarking. Each data point in the figures is the average of

100 test lesults on difie¡ent randomly generated bit sequences. The figule shorvs a trend that BER

decleases as the scaling lessens and infolrnation arnount drops.

4.7.4 Robustness to Image Flipping

Image flipping, either horizontal ol veltical, is a very eâsy attack to pelfolm, horvevel it is so effective

that it fails many existing rvatermarking aìgolithrns. Shorvn in Fig. a.8(a) is a rvatelmarked image.
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e:rotat¡on angle in degrees

(")

Figure 4.6: Watermark robustness to totation. (a) Oliginal Baboon image of size 256 x 256. (b)
Baboon image rvatelmarked with 160 bits follorved by a 15" ¡otation. (c) BER as a function of
rotation angles.

Fig. a.8(b) is the horizontally flipped version of Fig. 4.8(a), rvhile Fig. 4.8(c) is the veltically

flipped version of Fig. 4.8(a). As mentioned above, the ploposed apploach is inhelently irnmule,

and hence perfectìy robust against such an attack. AII the experiments rvith this kind of attack,

both fol Zlvl-based scherne and PZM-based scherne, yielded a BER:0.

4,7 ,5 Robustness to Image Compression

With the rvide.splead use of standald JPÐG image compression, lossy compression is a highly

com.mon form of image plocessing. We looked at BERs under difie¡ent JPEG compression levels
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--€- 160 b¡t watermark
---*- 80 bit watermârk

Number of pixels on one side

Figule 4.7: Watelmark robustness to image scaling. (a) A scaling exarnple: watermarked Lena
scaled by 75Ya of side length. (b) BER as a function of scaled image size in the case of ZM-based
rvatermarking. (c) BER as a function of scaled image size in the case of PZM-based rvatelmarking.

rvith quality factols from 20 to 90 rvith an intelval of 2. Fig. 4.9(b) shows the lesults for ernbedding

64, 128 and 256 bits lespectively in the image of Fig. 4.4(a) by means of ZM-based algorithm rvhile

Fig. a.9(c) shows the results for embedding 64, 128 ald 160 bits respectively in the sarrre source

irnage via PZM-based scheme. Each data point in the figures is the average of 100 individual

results, rvhich were obtained from 50 diffelent landomly gener-ated bit sequences. It can be seen

that BERs declease rapidly as the quality factol increases and the nurnber of bits embedded dlops.

Considering tliat a JPEG quality factol less than 50 gives an obviously degraded image and hence

is unlikely to be used by an attacker in plactice, the ì'obustn.ess to JPEG lossy complession is
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Figure 4.8: Watermark r-obustness to image flipping. (a) Watelma¡ked image of F16. (b) Horizon-
tally flipped velsion of (a). (c) Veltically flipped version of (a).

rema.l kable in our algorithms.

4.7 .6 Robustness to Lowpass Filtering

Lorvpass filtels ale a family of filters that ale commonly applied in irnage processing [28], including

averaging filters and Gaussian filtels etc., and therefore, Iorvpass filtels are of intelest to rvatermark

designers. We intloduce hele the test lesults on the watelr¡a.r'ked images undelgoing Gaussian

filters. The test imâge is the Lena image, the payload is 128 bits, and the average PSNRÈ41.7d8.

Shoivn in Fig. 4,10(a) is an example of Gaussian filtered rvatermarked irnage with 5x5 window and

osf :0.9, which is apparently blulled. \4/e lecolded BERs under different levels of filter strength,

øeJ, ranging from 0.5 to 2 rvith an interval of 0.1. Fig.4.10(b) shows the results for the ZM-based

watermalking scheme, while Fig.a.10(c) illustrates the results for the PZM-based algorithm. In

both cases, 3x3, 5x5 and7x7 windorv sizes ofthe Gaussian filtels rvere tried. For eveì'y data point

in the figules, 50 diffelent bit sequences rvere generated and tested on the watelmalked irnages,

and then the average of 50 individual lesults rvas taken. The lesults display excellent watermark

lobustness to lorvpass filteling. No erlol rvas obselved rvhen or¡ < 0.9.
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Figure 4.9: Watelmalk robustness to JPEG lossy compression. (a) A cornplession example: rvater'-
marked Lena image complessed by JPEG with quality factor 30. (b) BER as a function of JPEG
quality factor in the case of ZM-based watermarking. (c) BER as a function of JPEG quality factor
in the case of PZM-based watermalking.

4.7.7 Robustness to Additive Noise

Additive Gaussian noise is consideled here to be an attack because it approxirnately models some

interferences the rvatelmarked images may undelgo. We recorded BERs under different levels of

noise rvhose standald deviations range fi'om 0 to 15 rvith an interval of 0.5. Fig. 4.11(b) and

Fig. 4.11(c) shorv the lesults for ZM-based and PZM-based aìgorithms lespectively, embedding

64, 96 and 128 bits in the image of Fig. 4.4(a), rvith PSNR t 42dB in each case. Folevery data

point in the figures, 100 different rnatrices of pseudo-r'andom Gaussian noise rvele tested on the
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Figure 4.10: Watermark robustness to Gaussian filtering. (a) An example: Watelmalked Lena after
a Gaussian filter ivith a 5xb windorv size and osÍ :0.9. (b) BER as a function of the standald
deviation of the ûlter in the case of ZNl-based water-marking. (c) BER as a function of the standald
deviation of the filter in the case of PZM-based rvatermarking.

rvatelrnarked image, and then the average of 100 individual results rvas taken. The figures show

that the algolithm has an outstanding pelfolmance on the attack of additive Gaussian noise. In

all of oul tests, we found no e¡Lor when o < 5. Even fol o : 10, BER < 0(10-4) if the payload is

below 128 bits.

It is worth noting that rvhen o:5, the attacked image displays obvious quality degradation,

as shown in Fig. 4.11(a), rvhich neans that an attacker has to contlol the noise strength such that

a < 5 in oldel to maintain the practical value of the watelmarked image.

6"r : slandaid deviation of Gáüssian filter
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Figure 4.11: Watelmalk robustness to additive Gaussia¡r noise. (a) An example: Watelmarked
Lena with Gaussian noise, o : 5. (b) BER as a function of the standard deviation of AWGN in
the case of ZM-based watermarking. (c) BER as a function of the standard deviation of AWGN in
the case of PZM-based rvaterrnarking.

4.7.8 Stirmark Test Results

Norv we evaluate the rvatermark robustness to some of the attacks plovided by the Stilmark3.l

benchrnalking tool 142, 61]. We used the images shown in Fig. 3.15 as oliginal images, each of

rvhiclr has a 572 x 5I2 image size. A unit disk with a 256-pixel diar¡etel was made to cover the

centlal cilcular legion. The auxilialy sequeìlce used to detect the unit disk contains 16 bits, rvhile

the informative data to embed is 64 r'andomly genelated bits. Each of the test images, after the 80

bits ale ernbedded, rr,'as fed into the Stirmârk tool. Then Stilmalk performed valious attacks on

the watelmalked image, and ploduced a series of attacked images. We used the JPEG-cornplessed

o: standard dev¡ation of AWGN
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version of these attacked images fol data extraction and recorded the numbel of erroneous bits

fot' each image. The average bit errol rates over all the test irnages are listed in Table 4.3, rvhere

-1 denotes failure to extract the embedded data. It can be seen that the ploposed algorithm

has excellent lobustness to image lotation, scaling, cropping and JPEG cornpression rvith quality

factors over' 20; it has good robustness to image aspect ratio change, mild lernoval of lines and

JPEG rvith vely lorv quality factors. Horvever', the embedded data cannot be extracted in several

cases including excessive scaling and cropping, shealing and random band etc.

Attack tvpe
Rernove 17 rows and 5 columns
Remove 5 rows and 1 columns
Clopping 10%

Cropping 20%

Clopping 50%
Cropping 75%
Gaussian fllteling 3x3
JPEG 15

JPEG 20

JPEG 25-90
Change aspect latio x:0.80 y:1.00
Change aspect ratio x:0.90 y:1.00
Change aspect latio x:1.00 y:1.10
Rotation -0.25
Rotation -2.00
Rotation 10.00
Rotaiion 90.00
Scale 0.25
Scale 0.50
Scale 0.75
Scale 0.90
Scale 1.50

Scale 2.00
Shalpening 3x3
Shea.ring x:5.00 y:0.00
Stilmark random bend

0.0430
0.0605

0

0

0

-1
0

0.0137
0.0039

0

0.0020
0

0.0137
0.0215

0

0

0
-1

0.0020
0

0

0

0

0.1328
-1

-1

Table 4.3: Stirmark test results
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4,8 Discussion

4.8.1 Comparison of ZM Watermarks to PZM Watermarks

Based on the simulation results on ZM-based and PZM-based algorithms, rve can see that their

peÌformances are quite close in most cases. It is necessaÌy to point out that in all the expeì'iments

carried out, rve set the quantization steps such that for the same experiment, the two algolithms

ivould output watermarked images of the same quality. For example, in the case of 128-bit rvater-

malk, rve set A:2 for the ZM-based algorithm rvhile A:1.6 for the PZM-based algolithm, such that

both algolithms produced rvatelmarked irnages rvith PSNR = 42dB. If we use the salle A value

for the trvo algorithms, the PZM-based watermalks notably outperform the ZM-based rv¿termarks

in telms of lobustness, but at the cost of lorver quality of watelmarked images. The leason for this

is that for the same number of bits to be ernbedded, ferver lorver- or-del moments get involved in

ZM-based watelmarks than in PZM-based rvatelmarks, because there ale approximately twice as

rnany PZMs as ZMs due to the constlaiut p-lql: even on ZMs. Roughly speaking, low older rno-

ments, which ale low-fiequency image components in nature, have stronger impacts on the irnage

quality than high older rnoments, but have better robustness to signal distoltions such as lowpass

filteriug and lossy compression.

4.8.2 The Detection of the Unit Disk Region

It is crucial that the unit disk legion has to be located correctly fol the extlaction of the embedded

data. As stated before, the auxilialy bit sequence is deployed to facilitate the search for the legion.

In our expeliments) we use finite steps of tlial for- the detection of the unit disk. In theoty it is

possible to design an algolithrn to locate the unit disk in an elegant rvay, because the modifred

ZMs/PZMs of the disk region have distinguishing properties due to quantization. This interesting

issue is beyond the scope of this thesis, and deserves independent lesealch.
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4.8.3 Extension lo M-ary Dither Modulation

In case of large payloads, e.g., 512 bits, rve can use one independent ZMIPZM magnitude to car.ry

more than one bit of information. The dithel modulation does not have to be binaly, as rvhat we

have shorvn in previous sections, but lather', it can be M-ary in general, i.e., a sel of M quantizels

can be used, fol which (4.32) still applies, whele m € {0, i, ..., M - 1}. Obviously with M-ary dither

modulation, an independent rnagnitude of ZM/PZM carlies log2 M bits of information. This is an

efiective apploach to the inclease of data capacity of watermalks. Neveltheless, thele is a price

to pay fol this gain of payload. At the sarne level of watermark-induced distortion, M-ary dither'

modulation gives highel bit elror lates than binary dithel modulation. The ligorous theoretical

delivation of information câpâcity of Z}lJfPZM-based rvatermarks is beyond the scope of this thesis.

On the other hand, in the case of srnall payloads, more than one ZMfPZM magnitude can

be combined to caÌry one bit of infolmation in ordel to gain extra rvatermalk lobustness. If J

independent moment magnitudes ale ernployed to carry one bit, and binary dithel rnodulation is

performed on each rnagnitude, then the 1-D minimum distance decoder lepresented by (4.48) rvould

be leplaced by an l-D minimum distance decoder'. As a result, the rvatermark lobustness (measuled

by BER) is imploved.

4.8.4 Implementation fssue of the Proposed Algorithm

Althouglr the proposed ZM/PZM rvatelmarking algolithm is quite stlaightfolward, the amount of

computation is considelable. The bottleneck of speed ìies in the computation of Zelnike/pseudo-

Zernike polynomials at the gr-id points of an image inside the unit disk. In particular', the compu-

tation of the ladial polynomial ,lo(p) and the exponential factot eisg is vely time-consuming. Fol

the simulations we lepolted in this thesis, all the radial poìynornials and the exponential factols

to be used were computed and stored as tables in computel mernoÌy in advance. In this fashion,

most of the computation rvas reduced to table lookup, and the speed rvas greatly improved. For

example, on a 1.8G Pentium 4-based cornputer', the time for embedding a 128 bit sequence into a
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256 x 256 image requires about 10.9 seconds, while the rvatermark extraction process takes about

5.3 seconds. In applications rvhere computer memory is limited, fast aìgorithms [53, 54] can be

adopted to implove this situation.

4.9 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, rve have investigated the invaliance properties of ZMIPZM, analyzed and verifred

the non-ideal lotational invariance of ZMsf PZMS of digital images, and pointed out horv to circum-

vent the non-ideal invariance in applications. On basis of this, rve proposed a multibit I'atermarking

scheme based on rnodifrcation of ZMSIPZMs. By quantizing the rnagnitudes of a group of selected

ZMsIPZMs thlough quantization index modulation, hundreds of bits can be ernbedded into an

irnage imperceptibly. An anaìytical lesult levealing the relationship of the quantization step size,

the quality of the rvatelmarked irnage, and the nurnbel of embedded bits has been delived. Fol

extraction of the embedded message fi'orn a 'ivatermarked image rvith distortions, rve use a mini-

rnum distance decoder', following the quantization of same gloup of selected ZMsIPZMs computed

from the possibìy manipulated image. An auxiliary bit sequence is used to address the location

of the unit disk region in a distolted irnage. On successful detection of the unit disk region, the

embedded informative bit sequence can be extlacted at low or even zero eÌror rates fi'om a distorted

watermarked irnage. Experimental results show that the ernbedded data are robust against typical

geometric distoltions, such as image lotation, scaling, flipping, cropping and aspect ratio change,

as rvell as othel couunon attacks such as lossy complession, additive noise and lorvpass filteling.
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Chapter 5

Geometrically Robust fmage

\Matermarking in Polar Coordinates

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter' 4, rve introduced an effective appì'oach to data hiding thlough modification of Zernike or

pseudo-Zelnike moments of images, which Ieads to watelrnark lobustness against common geomettic

distortions including image rotâtion, scaling and flipping etc., as well as othel manipulations such

as lossy complession, noise addition and lowpass filtering. Horvever, due to the inaccuracy involved

in mornent computation, the invariance property of some moments does not hold. This leduces

considelably the number of ZMs/PZMs that can be used fol data hiding, resulting in a disadvantage

of the ZMIPZM-based rvatermalking aìgorithm when used in the Caltesian coordinate system.

The acculacy issue of ZMs of digital irnages rvas brought to attention in [43, a5]. It has been

demonstrated that trvo kinds of ellors, namely geometlic ellol and numerical integration ellor', ale

inherent and inevitable [43, 45, 58] in the computâtion of Zelnike moments. lVithout deating with

the accuracy of ZMsfPZNIs applopriately, some attlactive propeÌties of Zernike moments would

be compromised. For instance, the property of magnitude invaliance to image rotation depends on

tlre accuracy of Zernike moments. With the existing Caltesian methods to compute ZMslPZltds,



some of the moment magnitudes are not truly rotationally invariant. F\rrthermore, the existing

errors have such â negative impact on irnage analysis and reconstÌuction that ¡vhen the ordeÌ of

moments leaches a critical vaìue, the resulting leconstluction erloL increases.

In this chapter', rve further improve the ZN4/PZM-based data hiding approach introduced in

Chapter 4. To simplify the structure ofthis chapter', rve only considel the case of ZN4-based methods,

horvever, all the techniques and concìusions can be applied to PZM-based methods as well. In the

fir'st palt of this chapter', we deal with the accuracy issue in the computation of ZMs. We show

that if ZMs a.r'e câlculâted in an appropriate 'ivay in the polal cooldinate system tâthet than in the

conventional Cartesian coordinate system, the accuracy loss â'om geometÌic eÌr'ol and numerical

integlation error cân be avoided. We present a detâiled description of the proposed approach

including the derivation of formulas for ZM cornputation in the polar coordinate system, the polar

pixel a.rrângement scheme and the image convelsion via interpolation. With the ploposed approach,

aJthough the accuracy of ZMs is still not pelfect due to the Caltesian-polar image conversion, it

is shown to be improved greatly. As a lesult, the rnagnitude invariance of Zlvfs gets close to ideal

[85], and also, one can pelfolm irnage analysis and reconstruction via ZMs of very high olders [88].

In the second part of this chapter, we apply the proposed polal ZMs in the design of a data

hiding systern [86]. Due to the significant implovement of moment accuracy, all ZMs up to a

high oldel are now eligible for data hiding. The effectiveness of the polal ZM-based rvaterrnalking

system is to be compaled with that of the Caltesian ZM-based rvatermalking system, which verifies

the advantage of the polar Zernike mornents fol geornetrically robust data hiding.

5.2 Accuracy Problem in taditional ZM Computation

As stated in Chapter' 4, fol an analog image function /(:r;,9), its Zelnike mornent of or.der p with

repetition q is defined by

o,,:+ I Lf þ,,s)vlo(r,y)d.rdu,
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where D = {(r, v) t ,2 + 92 < 1} is the unit disk .

However', fol digital images, (5.1) cannot be applied directly. Given a digital image J(n¿,y¡),i, =

1,...,N, j = 1,..., N, x¿: (2i- N -7)lN and g¡: (2j - N -1)lN, it can be vierved as a pixel-wise

constant function rvithin the unit cilcle, and thus its ZMs can be approximated by

Ã* : +DD,on@u, u¡) r @¿, a¡),
x3

rvhele the values of i and j are taken such that (ø¿, g¡) e D, and

^-.,À ^...,¡
,pq("¿,aj): l"' ^' 1."''^' v;{r,ùarau, (5 3)

" ùi_U " cj_,

rvhere À : fr is the pixel tvidttr/height. Fol the computation ofthe factor. ypq(x¿,Aì, some rnethods

of numerical integlation can be applied. The most commonly used formula, rvhich is also the

sirnplest one, is the following:

yes@¿, a¡) = \zvlo@r, uò. (5.4)

Some mole complex numerical techniques, based on the rnultidimensional cub¿tule algorithms,

rvere intloduced in [45] in order to improve the accuracy of computing upc(r¿,A¡).

Nevertheless, as pointed out in [43, 45, 58], the accuracy of ZMs computed via (5.2) and (5.4)

suffels fiom two sources of erlors, narnely geornetric error and numerical integlation ellor. The

former is due to the fact that the total area covered by all the square pixels involved in the com-

pùtation of Zelnike moments via (5.2) is not exactly the unit disk, as illustrated by the ragged

boldel in Fig. 5.1. The latter lesults fi'om the numerical integlation via an apploximation formula

Iike (5.4). Although some techniques can be deployed [45] to alleviate the inherent acculacy plob-

Iem, the a{orementioned errors can never be eradicated plovided that the computation of Zelnike

mome[ts is pelformed with the Cartesian cooldinate system.

5.3 Computing Zernike Moments in the Polar Coordinate System

The cause of elrols in computing ZMs via (5.2) lies in the adoption of Cartesian coordinates fol the

computation, rvhich is motivated by the fact that digital images are represented by square pixels.

(5.2)
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Figure 5.1.: An illustration of the Car-tesian pixel grid for computation of Zelnike moments.

Horvever, this plactice of ZM computation does not take into account the circulal natule of Zernike

polynomials. In this section we plesent an aìgoÌithm fol computation of ZMs in polar coordinates,

in which neither geometlic error nor numelical integlation error is present.

5.3,1 Principles

To remove geometric ellor and nurnerical integlation ellor in ZM computation, we need to take

a diferent apploach fr'om the existing Caltesian methods. It is intuitive thât geometric error can

be avoided by using non-squaÌe pixeìs, rvhose areas sum up to that of the unit disk. F\rlthermole,

1ve can use an analytical method instead of numelical approximation foÌ the pixel-r'ise integration

of basis functions, rvhich is acculâte and efficient in moment computation [26]. The definition of

Zelnike polynornials in (4.17) reveals that they ale explessed directly by polar cooldinates p and

d. This prompts us that adoption of poìar coordinates could facilitate the computation of ZNrIs.

For this purpose, we rewrite the definition of Zelnike rnornent (5.1) in its equivalent form based on
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polar coordinates

U f¡', = n,
(",o)

and

Q,o ltQ(ut,u') = Ø, V (u,u) # (u',u'),

we can get an apploximate version of (5.5) as follorvs.

(5 5)

If an image is approximated by a piecervise constant function composed of constant-intensity

sectors, denoted by O.rr, which are concentric about the oligin and non-overlapping, i.e.,

orn:'It Io'" lo' 
lØ"o"e, o"i\0)Ruoþ)e-iq0 pdpd.o.

(5.6)

(5.7)

Âr, : + DL i Ø,,, e 
",),po(puu, 

ouu), (5.8)

wherc i(puu,ïur) is the estimated image intensity of f),rr, center.ed at (puu,lur), and the double

surnmation is pelforrned over all the sectols inside the unit disk. The lactor arn(pur,0,rr) is an

integral ovel O,ru:

apq(puo, luo) : I 1".,. 
R oØ)e-jql pd'pdt

(5.e)

r"h"." p{,"J and p[? denote the starting and ending ladii of O,,, respectively, whiìe 9Í"J and áÍ"J denote

the starting and ending angles of f)r, lespectively. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the valiables intloduced

above.

The forrnula in (5.9) is the ploduct of two integrals, rvhose exact values can be obtained ana-

lytically as foìlows.
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o p(,i) p:,:,t

Figure 5.2: An illustlative sector, O,,u, indicates a polar pixeì

defined by p,, : þlÌ) + pÍ:J) I z and. luu : fr,f) + ef)l t z.

I

The location of Ouu, (p,,r,9,,r), is

,rl'l
I e ico (ß =

I e!:)

s+0
(5.11)

Combining (5.8), (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain the exact formula for ZMs of j(., .), rvithout

introducing any geometlic erroL o¡ numerical integration error in the process.

5.3.2 A Polar Pixel Structure for ZM Computation

As rve have already noted, in older to elirninate geometric and nurnelical integlation erroÌ's, we

must represent f(p"",0"u) oveÌ the sectors satisfying conditions (5.6) and (5.7). If rve imagine each

sector as a fan-shape pixel rvhose value is detel'mined by that of its central point, then the question

rvhat should be the arlangement of these fan-shape pixels alises . There are numerous schemes

satisfying conditions (5.6) and (5.7). An example of the most obvious structure is shorvn in Fig.

5.3, in rvhich the unit disk is divided uniformly along both the radial and angulal dilections. This

scheme has the advantage of easy implementation. However, it behaves poolly in terms of image
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representation. This is due to the fact that the areas of the sectors vary greatly, and it is impossible

to achieve both efficiency and acculacy of infolmation lepresentation. In fact, if the inner sectors

aÌe requiÌed to be large enough to leplesent image infolrnation eficiently, the outer sectors aÌe

too lalge to acculately lepresent the oliginal image infolmation. On the other hand, if the outer

sectors are required to be small enough to accurately represent the irnage infolmation, then there

âr'e too many inner sectols fol the scheme to be efficient.

Figule 5.3: An exa.mple of a tentative polar pixel grid fol efficient computation of Zernike moments.

To overcome the afolementioned ploblems of the partition scheme shotvn in Fig. 5.3, we need

to design a tnole appropliate one. The follorving criter-ia ale used for finding a suitable polâr pixeì

partition of the imâge plane.

¡ All the sectol areas should be approximately equaì. Note that in Cartesian cooldinates all

pixels are of equal size.

o The number of polal pixels inside the unit circle should not be srnaller than that ofthe Carte-
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sian pixels inside the unit cilcle, so that the necessary image resolution could be maintained

without loss of information.

o The polar pixels should be as 'squale' as possible, i.e., the lengths of the borders of a sector

should be close enough, so that the image distoltion due to the cooldinate system cotìvetsion

could be kept at a lorv level.

o In older to facilitate the storage and computâtion pÌocesses, the polar pixel stluctule should

be as simple and legula.r as possible.

Following these guidelines, we propose a pixel arrangement scheme illustr.ated in Fig. 5.4. The

details of this structure ale listed below.

o The unit disk is uniformly divided along the ladial dilection into [/ sections, rvith t]re sepa-

rating circles located at {#,k = I,...,U}.

o The Àth ring-shape section is equally divided into V (2k - I) sectors by radii starting ñ'om the

origin, withangles {(¿-I)V#t,i:1,...,V(2k-1)}. Visthenumber.of sectors contained

in the innelmost section.

It can be shorvn by simple algebla that the unit disk is divided into V[J2 sectols, each of rvhich

lras an area of fu. The values of U and V should be set propetly. A small value of VU2 is

advârÌtageous in terms of computation and implementation, but may lepr€sent inadequately the

image infolmation. On the other hand, a large value of VU2 is beneficial for lepresentation of the

image, but entails heavy rvolkload. In practice, we lecommend setting V: ¿ and f ( I/ < N fol

anNxNimage.

Equipped rvith the above intloduced scheme of the polal pixel arrangement, the formula for

ZM computation in (5.8) can be fur'thel lewritten as

Â - P-r r fu'î" irr,,,e,,l [ [ R r(rl"-tos pd.pd., (5.12)!1Ps - - u=r u-l "a!,

rvhere tìre integral can be explicitly evaluated using (5.10) and (5.11).
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Figure 5.4: The proposed stlucture of polar pixels for efficient computation of Zernike morìents.

5.3.3 Image Representation in Polar Coordinates

We have seen in the previous section that computing ZMs in polar cooldinates results in neither'

geometlic errol nor numerical integration ellor, provided that the irnage is replesented by a certain

polar pixel stluctule as in Fig. 5.4. Horvever, a digital image is usually defined by a set of squar.e

Cartesia¡ pixels, as shown in Fig. 5.1. It can be verifled that the locations of most of the polar

pixels do not coincide with those of the Caltesian pixels. Therefore, rve have to delive the polar

counterpart of a given Cartesial image before computing its ZMs in polal cooldinates. This issue

can be lesolved by applying an image interpolation plocedule.

Thele are a number of existing irrage intelpolation techniques [36, 48] rvhich we can use to

detelmine the values of polar pixels. The simplest and least accurate one is the nearest point

intelpolation, by rvhich the value of a polar pixel is set to that of the closest Cartesian pixel.

Anothel technique is the bilineal intelpoìation, rvhich detelmines the value of a point by the
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linearly rveighted average of the four neighboring pixel values. The bilinear technique yields better

image quality, and has been rvidely used in many applications. A more advanced approach, which

rve adopt in oul rvork, is bicubic intelpolation [12, 36, 48]. It uses the 16 neighboring pixels to

compute the value of an interpolating point. This usuaìly yields a smooth image with very small

interpolation error. The 1-D kelnel function representing the bicubic intelpolation is a cubic spline:

(
l9l'l'- i¡"u¡2 + t, l"l < l

,r(') = l-*,r,r* f;1r12 -+111+2, 1<l"l<2 (5.I3)

I
I

|.0, otherwise.

The irnage value of f,),,, can be estimated via the 2-D cubic convolution betrveen the image

function f(x¿,g¡) and the kelnel h(r)h(g), i.e.I ,

--2 S,r_ -. 1¡,puvcoS0y¿ -:ti\L,pu1)siî01r1.)-Aj\iØ,,,0,,) : \, ), Í(xi,uìh(-i¿\---------ì-i,
r-^'-t ¡!-n-¡ - 

^ ^

where m: le-ceso"!l + f and":LÉr:rsll:lj+f,and 
^:2lN 

is the pixel rvidth,

(5.14)

5.4 Accuracy Analysis of the Algorithm

As we have shown in the previous section, the proposed polar approach avoids entirely both geo-

metric error and numerical integration erlor in computing Zernike moments. If a digital image

is represented directly by a glid of pixels stluctuled as in Fig. 5.4, its Zernike moments can be

computed accurately by the proposed algorithrn rvithout incurring the aforernentioned errors. In

practice, horvever', an image is defined over the squale glid and it is necessary to convelt it into

its polar coordinates counteÌpaÌt. This conversion is done via an intelpolation procedure like the

formula in (5.14) resulting in some interpoìation erlol'.

Oul conceln in this section is to describe the influence of the intelpolation error on the accuracy

of the estimate Áoo defined in (5.12). To this end let us considel the convolution intelpolation

lThe fo¡mula Íor f(p*,o",) has to be modified slightly for the pixels near the bo¡de¡ of the unit disk.
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scheme /(p,9) as in (5.14) with the kernel function h(ø) such that fol i ) 1,

Vþ,e) - f (p,0)l<cU,h)^t, (5.15)

rvhere À is the pixel rvidth. In (5.15) the corÌstant C(1, å) depends on the smoothness of /(.,.)

and the interpolation kelnel å(.), and the nurnbel f characterizes the acculacy of the intetpolation

scheme. It is knorvn that ú = I colresponds to the nealest-neighbour algorithrn, and ú = 2 to the

linear intelpolation, rvheleas the cubic convolution method meets (5.15) rvith ¿ = 3, [36, a8, 12].

Let us consider the estimâte ern i" çS.tZ¡ with iþ,,,0,,) in (5.14). We wish to evaluate the

size of the difference between Àon and, the t¡ue Zelnike moment Arn. To do so we assume that

the analog image function f(r,g) is in the clâss of functions with bounded variation on D. The

follorving theolem shorvs that the differ-ence Àoo- Aoo decreases like max(À¿,À).

Theorem 5.1, Let f (',.) be a function of bound.ed, uari.ation onD. Let Âoo, d,ef,ned, in (5.12), be

the estimate of Arn uti,li,zing the interpolation scherne án (5.11) uhich satisf,es the assumption in

(5.15). Then ue haue

IÂro - Arol 3

( +\"' 7rc" 1¡, 0¡^r, + 4Í^.,v(Í)^2jr /2,
\"2

uhere V(f) is the total uariati.on of f (',.) ouer D and. J^n : max1,,o¡66 /(ø, g)

(5.16)

The ploof of this theorem can be found in Appendix 4.6. The bound in (5.16) contains two

unrelated terms. The fitst one, being of ordel O(Àr), chalactelizes the applied interpolation scheme

of older ú. On the othel hand, the second telm in (5.16) is of older O(À) and descr.ibes the

discletization erlol in replacing the integral in (5.5) by the sum appealing in (5.12). This ter.m

can be reduced by putting sorne fulthel smoothness conditions on "f(.,.) In fact, if /( , ) is
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difierentiable then the telm O()2) in (5.16) is replaced by the telm of oldel O(À3). Hence under

the assumption of Theorem 5.1 rve have

Ârn : Aoo + Ct(P + t)r/2 s, (5.17)

for some positive constant C1 depending on ,f(.,.) and å.(.).

It is rvorth noting that as mentioned in [58], the square grid based method given in (5.2) and

(5.4) exhibits the follorving erlor'

Ãpq : Apq * C2(P ¡ 1¡t/z ¡a , (5.18)

rvhele j < o < | ir the exponent charactelizing the lattice points apploximation of a cilcle and C2

is a positive constant depending on "f(.,.). Fol image functions possessing the first derivative, the

lesult in (5.17) irnploves to O(À3/2t, whereas (5.18) remains the sarne.

Thus, rve have obtained the qualitative result that the ploposed method is mole acculate than

any method based on the squale partition of the image plane.

5.5 Empirical Evaluation of the Algorithm Accuracy

In this section, we investigate empirically the improvernent of ZM acculacy resulting fi'om the

proposed polal approach. It is illustrated from th¡ee diffelent perspectives, namely, the mornent

magnitudes of a constant irnage, the image reconstruction frorn a finite set of computed ZMs, and

the ZM's magnitude invariance to image lotation.

5.5.1 Improvement of Zernike Moment Accuracy

To illustrate the accuracy of Zernike moment computâtion, we use a 128x 128 image rvith a constant

intensity value 127 as tb.e test image, on rvhich both the conventional Caltesian method and the

ploposed polal method are applied for the cornputation of Zernike moments. The reason rve choose

the constant image is that, in theoly, all its Zernike moments Apq : 0 except that Ao,o : I27.
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Thelefore by looking at the magnitudes of the computed moments, rve can tell the pelformance

of the âlgoÌithrn in teÌms of acculacy. Considering the symmetry ptopetty of Zernike moments,

Aps: Ai,-'q, rve are only concelned rvith those rvith q > 0.

100 150 200 250 300 350

lndex number of Zêrnikê mômênls

Figure 5.5: The magnitudes of some low-older Zernike moments, of a 128 x 128 constant irnage,
colnputed rvith the Cartesian method.

Fig. 5.5 is the lesult based on the conventional Cartesian method, with magnitudes of Zelnike

moments up to order'40 of the coÌstant image as â function of the index number of the moments.

The moments are placed in the older {A1¡, A2,6, A2,2, AsJ, Az,s, A¿,0, Aq,z, ..., AEo,qo}. There are

440 mornents in all.

In contlast, the lesult obtained from the proposed polal method is sho¡vn in Fig. 5.6, in which

all tlÌe moments have rnagnitudes below 0(10-10). Comparing Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, rve can

irnrnediateìy conclude thât the proposed apploach is vastly supeliol to the conventional rrethod.
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Figure 5.6: The magnitudes of some lorv-ordel Zernike moments, of a 128 x 128 constant image,
computed rvith the proposed polar method.

5,5.2 fmprovement of Image Reconstruction

Image leconstluction frorn a finite number of moments is perforrned with the following folrnula:

L

i@,ù :llArnn,vr,n,@,u) +r(q¿ * 0)'4'p,,-q,vp,, o,@,a)),
i:I

whele -L is the numbel of ZMs rvith noÌÌ-negative lepetitions for image reconstruction, and I(.) is

the indicator function. It rvas shown in [45] that the reconstruction error consists of trvo parts.

One palt of the errol is due to the finite value of the pata,metet Z, and the other comes from the

inaccuracy of Ze¡nike moments Aro. 'Ih" folmer can be leduced by incleasing Z, while the latter

rvas believed to be inevitable due to the inherent geometÌic errol and numerical integration erlor

[a5, 58]. As we have already shorvn above, the geometlic ellol and numelical integration eÌlor that

used to be inherent in Caltesian coordinate system can actually be avoided by appealing to the

polal cooldinate system. Thelefole, the leconstluction ellol due to the inaccuracy of áoo can norv

be greatly imploved. This is confirrned by simulation results. We use the 128 x 128 Lena image

shown in Fig. 5.10(a) to illustlate the image reconstruction performance. The Zelnike moments up

(5.1e)
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to the order of 200 ale computed rvith the conventional Cartesian apploach and the proposed polar'

appr-oach respectively. Then the computed moments are used to Ìeconsttuct the images. Shorvn

in Fig. 5.7 ale some of the images leconstructed rvith the Cartesian system-based moments, rvhile

Fig. 5.8 displays the irnages reconstÌucted with the polar system-based moments. It can be seen

fi'orn Fig. 5.7 that some eÌroneous pixels along the border of the unit circle are vely obtrusive

(clealel on a computer monitor than on paper) in Cartesian ZM-based irnages, and the number of

ettoneous pixels inct'eases quickly as the older goes up. Horvever, such er'ì'oneous pixels don't exist

in the images based on polar ZMs.

To compare more objectively the pelformances of the trvo apploaches in tetms of image Ìecon-

struction, rve exper-imented on mole difierent numbels of ZMs fol image recovery. To be speciflc,

Zlr4s up to order {p : 2i,}i-*_o were used to leconst¡uct the irnage ¡espectively. The quality of each

reconstì'ucted image is measured in ter-ms of PSNR. The test lesults ale shown in Fig. 5.9, in which

two important conclusions can be drarvn. First, for small olders of ZMs, approximately p < 20, the

qua.lity of the Ìeconstructed images via polal ZMs is similar to that of th.e reconstructed irnages

via Cartesian ZMs. But as p becomes larger, the forrnel gets significantly better than the latter.

Second, the quality of polaÌ ZM-reconstructed images incleases monotonically with p. However, in

the Ca:rtesian case, as p increases to a certain point, approximately 40, the image quality reaches

its maximum value, aftel which the image quality deteriolates. This is because the leconstruction

erÌoÌ incuÌred by geometric erÌor and numerical integlation eÌror increases with p, and at some

point it outrveighs the quality gain flom the population inclease of ZMs [45].

5.5.3 Improvement of Magnitude Invariance

If irnage /(o,y) is lotated o deglees countelclockrvise, the magnitudes of its Zernike moments

remâin the same accolding to (a.26), i.e., ),e$i) l: láonl. This ploperty holds if ZMs are computed

accurately, and othelrvise it has to be compromised. Therefole, an inspectioÌt of ZM's rnagnitude

change before and aftet' image rotation reveals the accuracy of moment computation. If l,4l denotes
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Figure 5.7: Imâge reconstruction fìom ZMs computed in Cartesian system. Fißt row f¡om left to right: images reconstructed from
ZMs up to order 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 respectively. Second row from left to right: images reconstructed from ZMs up to order 120,
140, 160, 180 and 200 respectively.



Figure 5.8: Image reconstruction from ZMs computed in polar system. First row from left to right: images reconstructed from ZMs
up to ordcr 20, 40' 60,80 and 100 respectively. Second row from left to right: images reconstructed from ZMs up to order 120, 140,
160, 180 and 200 respectively.
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Figure 5.9: The irnage leconstluction quality in telms of PSNR as a function of the orde¡ of Zernike
nìoments, for a comparison of Caltesian and polar. moments.

the ZM magnitude of the irnage before lotation, vrhile lA(î)] derotes that of the image afïer lotation,

we ale interested in the signal LA: lAî\l- lÁl. As an example, the Lena image is rotated by 15"

to yield the image of Fig. 5.10(b). Shown in Fig. 5.11(a) is Aá in the case of Cartesiân appÌoach,

rvhile Fig. 5.11(b) illustlates 4,4 as the ì'esult of the polar apploach. It is clear that the polar ZMs

gleatly outperfolm the Caltesian ZMs in terms of rotational invariance.

To quantitatively evaluate the improvement of magnitude invariance, we define the mean-squale-

(u) (b)

Figure 5.10: The test images. (a) Original 128 x 128 Lena, (b) Lena rotated by 15'.
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Figure 5.11: The proposed method irnpr-oves Zelnike rnoments' r'otational invaliance. (a) Conven-
tional Cartesian approach: the magnitude diffelence of the first 256 ZMs of Original Lena and those
of 15'-rotated Lena. (b) Proposed pola.r approach: the rnagnitude difference of the first 256 ZMs
of Oliginal Lena and those of 15o-rotated Lena.

elror of ZM rnagnitudes as

1L
MSE(lAl, lA(Ð l) - i,Dïto,o,l -,Ay)q,D,,

;=1

whele Z is the number- of ZMs involved in the evaluation. Depicted in Fig. 5.12 aÌe MSE(]11,l1(r)l)

in cases of both the Caltesian approach and the polar approach. We experimented with rotation

angles from 0' to 90", v¡ith a 2,25" interval. Fol each lotation angle, we computed the fi¡st 256

ZMs of the rotated image with both Caltesian approach and polar approach lespectively, and then

obtained the collesponding MSE values according to (5.20). The advantage of the polar approach

is obvious. To be r¡ore specific, the ratio of trvo avelage MSEs M SEsor¿""¡onf M SEpo¡o" = 61.66.

5.6 Multibit Watermarking with Polar Zernike Moments

With the acculacy gleatly improved by means of the proposed algorithm, the polal Zernike moments

ale more suitable fol invariant watelmalking than their Caltesian countelpârts. The design of the

polal ZM-based rvatermarking system is sirnilar to that ofthe Cartesian ZM-based system explained

in Chapter 4. Depicted in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 ale the algolithm illustrations of the rvatermark
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Figule5.12: Mean-square-errol of ZM rnagnitudes of images shorvn in Fig. 5.i0(a) and Fig. 5.10(b).

embedder and the rvatermark extractor', r'espectively.

The polar-ZM based watermarking system shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 rvor.ks in almost

the same way as the Caltesian ZM-based system, with the follorving exceptions.

¡ Fol the computation of polar Zelnike moments, a bicubic interpolation-based image conver-

sion is fir'st pelformed according to (5.13) and (5.14), which results in a polar image t'þ,,0,)

whose pixels are allanged in a structule shorvn in Fig. 5.4. Subsequently poìal Zelnike

moments are computed accolding to 5.12.

¡ In the Caltesian ZM-based watermarking system desclibed in Chapter 4, Apq tvith A: 4i,i e

integer, are luled out for data hiding. However, the culrent polal ZM-based rvatelmalking is

not lestlicted by this condition.

o Due to the reduced irnage leconstruction errol and lotational invaliance error', the polar

ZM-based rvatelmarking achieves a better tradeoff betrveen watelmark tlanspalency and ro-

bustness, as to be witnessed by the simulation results.
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5,7 Simulation Results for Polar ZM-based Watermarking

We callied out some experiments to velify the proposed polar scheme for data hiding algolithm,

rvith emphasis on the waterrnark robustness to image rotation, scaling and flipping, as rvell as JPEG

lossy compression. We use images sho.ivn in Fig. 3.15 as the oliginal images for the tests.

Fi¡st we Ìook at the rvatelmalk robustness measured by the bit eÌror' Ìate, in the case of image

rotation. With a data payload of 256 bits to ernbed, ¡l'e choose a quantizatior step such that

the average PSNR:42d8. Rotation angles range from 0o to 45' rvith an inclement of 2,25'. The

BER ale obtained as the avelage ovel all the test images, for each of rvhich 100 difierent landomly

genelated bit sequences are tested. As a result, no erÌor takes place in all our expeliments. Fig.

5.15 shows the result, along rvith the lesult fr'om the Cartesian apploach [81]. F\'om this experiment

rve see clearly the supeliolity of the ploposed algolithm.

-o- Cartesian method
--*- Polar

@

Q/\o,"*J \*.',"\,,"'". ^ ,(,

o 10 
notationãongte in oef8es 40

Figule 5.15: Watermalk robustness to image lotation.

Image flipping, eithel horizontal or vertical, is also perfolrned as an attack to the rvatermarked

irnages. Just as in the Caltesian apploach, the pola:r' aìgorithm is robust against such an attack as

rvell. In aìl the expeliments rvith image flipping attack, no extraction ettot occul's, i.e., BER:0.

hnage scaìing (r'esizing) is anothel comrton folm of geometlic attacks. We looked at BERs

under 16 diffelent scaling levels. A 256 x 256 waterrnalked irnage is scaled to smallel sizes, ranging

0.03
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0.01
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from 128 x 128 to 248 x 248 with interval 8 of side length. Fig. 5.16 shows the average tesults for

embedding 256 bits with PSNR:42d8 in the images of Fig. 3.15, each tested rvith 100 different bit

sequences. Compaled rvith the Cartesian method, the advantage of the proposed polar algotithm

is significant.

0.015

-o- Cartesian method
--*- Polar method

o

a

0.7 0.8
Scaljng factor

0.9

Figure 5.16: Watermalk lobustness to image scaling (resizing).

Finally we test fol lossy compression. The quantization step is taken such that PSNR:40d8,

and 256 bits are embedded. We looked at BERs under 20 diffelent JPEG compression levels with

quality factors from 20 to 60 rvith an intelval of 2. Fig. 5.17 shorvs the lesult, rvhich is the average

of 100 individual lesults. It can be seen that BER decleases rapidly as the quality factor incleases,

and the proposed polal approach is slightly bettel than its Caltesian countetpatt.

5.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter', rve have ploposed a novel apploach for high plecision cornputation of ZMs for

digital images. In contrast to the traditional Cartesian coordinates-based method which is applied

in the watermaÌking system in Chapter' 4, this apploach is designed undel the poìal coordinate

system. Detailed aspects of the algorithm, such as the lattice stluctule of polar pixels and the

generation of the polal image florn its Caltesian counterpal t, have been investigated. It was shown
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Figure 5.17: Watetma:rk robustness to JPEG lossy compr.ession.

that rvith this algorithm, the two inherent kinds of errols fi'orn rvhich the Cartesian method suffels

do not exist. For a digital image given in a Caltesian format, the âccurâcy of its ZMs is determined

by the interpolation scheme involved. Due to the accuÌacy implovement of ZMs, their invariance

ploperty has significantly enhanced, making evely ZM eligibìe for data hiding. The structure of

the watelmalking system based on polar ZMs is basically the same as that of the systern plesented

in Chapter 4, except the component for ZM computation. Expelimental r€sults shorv that the

watelmarking system based on polar ZMs is superiol to that based on Caltesian ZMs in te¡ms of

the elror râtes of extÌacted data. The polâÌ ZMs make the rvatermarks mole lobust against typical

geometric distortions, including irnage rotation, scaling, ând JPEG lossy cornpression etc.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future \Mork

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis rve deal with sorne fundamental issues in image rvatelmalking, focusing on the design

of a multibit rvatermark with lobustness to common types of distoltion.

F\'om the perspective of rvatermalk communication, most of the proposed algorithrns in the

area of digital watelmalking falì into two câtegories: coherent systerns ald non-coherent systems.

The folmer usually employ pseudo-noise sequences as the cauier of the data to be embedded,

and lely on the same pseudo-noise sequences for data letlieval, often with a correlator. The

advantage of coherent systems include a high level of security and good lobustness to additive

noise, signaì amplitude scaling etc. Horvever, they are not suitable for embedding a high volume

of data, and they ale sensitive to synchronization of PNSs. Non-coherent systems usually take

advantage of quantization tecìrniques for data communication, and hence do not depend on any

refelence pattern for data extlaction. They are capable of embedding a large data payload, and

are easy to implement, but are sensitive to change of signal amplitudes.

There are sevelal rvays to enhance the robustness of a rvatelmalk. Filstly, an appropriate folm

of rvaterma.rk signal and use of side irúolmation about the covel signal ale a good starting point.

Secondly, the design of a lobust waterrralk embedder is impoltant, which includes tìre selection
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of robust host features and adaptive signal mixing via an HVS model or multiplicative embedding

etc. Thildly, an optimal watelmark detector is clucial. The most commonly used collelator is

optimal only for Gaussian features and additive embedding. However, the signal features are often

nou-Gaussian. The Generalized Gaussian distlibution is a good model for DCT/DWT coefficients,

and DFT coefficients are bettel described by the Weibull distribution. The stluctule of an optimal

rvatermark detector is determined by the statistical model of the host featules and the rvatelmalk

rnixing rule, and can be de¡ived according to the Neyman-Pearson cliterion or the Bayes lule.

Based on a zero-bit watermark, a multibit watelmalk can be designed in a number of rvays.

The populal alternatives include the fi'equency/space division muìtiplexing (FDMA) techniques,

a¡d the code division (CDMA) multiplexing technique. In telms of elrol performance, an FDMA-

based multibit rvatelmark is equivalent to a CDMA-based one. A mole effective folrn of a rnultibit

rvatelmalk is an M-ary watelmar-k, which displays advantages over a CDMA/FDMA rvatermark,

because it is capable of carlying mole information rvith the same rvatelmark energy (host distor-

tion).

M-aly modulation has been limited to small values of ll4, in particular', M < 256, due to the

computational rvolkload associated rvith the correlation-based watermalk detection. However, we

have devised an efficient rvay to implernent an M-aty modulation based rvatermarking system. We

show that if the set of M PNSs are cilcular shifts of ONE lefelence PNS, the M collelations can

be computed rvith 2 FFT operations plus l IFFT opelation, rvhose workload is ahnost negligible

compared to that of dilect calculation of \he M correlations, especially when M is large.

It appears that an M-aly water-rnalk mixed with a feature vectol of length Z can carly log2 -L

bits of information at most, i.e. the value of M is restr-icted to be M 5! -L, becarxe tr is the total

number of cilculal shifts of a PNS rvith length -L. Horvevel rve shorv that this limitation can be

circumvented. The solution is that a refelence PNS of length M, M > L,)s used, and its M cilcular'

shifts can be used for llzl-ary modulation aftel being sholtened by a windorv of rvidth tr. Such an

extended M-aly rvatelrnalk can be decoded equally efficiently rvith 2 FFT operations plus 1 IFFT
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opelation, with the feature vector zero-padded to the length of M first.

Geometric attacks are â type of attack which is easy to perform, and nevertheless they make

most of the existing rvatelrnarking algorithms vulnelable. Resealchers have been tackling the

watermark robustness to this type of attacks, but have not addlessed the problem satisfactorily.

The apploaches existing in literatule can be roughly classified into three types, i.e., a template-

based inversion techniques, normalization-based technique, and invariance-based techniques. Our

algorithms presented in this thesis, rvhich are based on Zeurike/pseudo-Zernike moments, fall into

the thild type. The rationale of our ZM-based apploach ìies in one of the attlactive propelties of

ZMs, namely, the magnitude invariance to image rotation and flipping.

ZMs can be computed undel Cartesian cooldinate system, as pelformed conventionally. We

show th¿t not all the Caltesian ZMs ale suitable for invaliant data hiding, because the moments

,Aoo rvith q : ai (i e integer') cannot be computed acculately, and hence their magnitudes aÌe not

invaliant at all. Based on this finding, a ZM-based muìtibit watermarking scheme was designed, in

rvhich the magnitudes of ZMs are quantized vi¿ dithel modulation. Sirnulation results show that

such a ZM-based rvatermark has lobustness against geometric attacks including irnage lotation,

flipping, scaling, moderate clopping, aspect latio change etc., and a numbel of common irnage

plocessing manipulations such as lossy compression, noise addition, filteling, and so on.

The accuracy ploblem of ZMs can be addlessed efectively in the polar coordinate system. We

folmulate a novel apploach to accurâte ZM computation. Undel this approach, a given Cartesian

image is fir'st lesampled into a polar image rvhose trapezoid-like pixels are alranged in a structure

as illustrated by Fig. 5.4. Folmulas to compute the ZMs of such a polar image ale derived, rvith

zelo geometric errol and integlal elor, from rvhich Caltesian ZMs sufier inevitably. The only erlor

of Zlr4s in this apploach comes fi'om the intelpolation-based image resarnpling. However, this elror'

is shown to be much smaller than the geornetric error a¡d integlal elror inherent in Cartesian

ZMs. The considerably imploved acculacy of ZMs yields much bettel lotational invaliance and a

significantly lorvet' level of image leconstluction ellor'. These trvo factols are clucial in the successful
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design of the polar ZM-based data hiding.

With the improved lotational invariance, every ZM is now eligible fol date hiding. The experi-

mental lesults have verified the advantages of the polar ZM-based rvaterma¡k.

6.2 Contributions

Of all the work finished in this thesis, the follorving results are the major contributions to the field

of digitaì rvatermalking.

1. A fr'a.mervork on the design of a robust rvatelmalk has been ploposed, which covels thlee

difierent aspects, i.e., the design of a lobust watermark signal form, the design of a robust

rvatermark embedder', and the design of a robust rvatelmalk exttactor'. Fol each aspect, some

concrete measures rvere suggested.

2. M-ary phase rnodulation, rvhich is a special kind of of M-aly modulation, was devised. Based

on a ci¡cular PNS, it reduces the folmidable computational rvolkload in the demodulation of

an embedded M-ary message to a very low level by means of a couple of FFT operations.

3. An extended M-ary phase modulation scheme was designed, which overcomes the limitation

of the numbel of host features used for data hiding. Based on this scheme, M is no longel

limited by the length of the feature vector. For instance, an M-aly rvatelmark with M : 220

is plactical and easy to implernent.

4. A theoletical analysis on the erlol perfolrnance of PNS-based M-ary modulation rvas given,

rvhich leveals that the use of an M-ary modulatol is advantageous in the design of a multibit

rvatelmark, and a larger M is ahvays preferable.

5. We have found and ploved that for digital images, only a subset of ZMs/PZN4s can be

accurately computed in Cartesian cooldinates. Based on this, tve have shorvn that some

ZMsIPZMs are suitable for- watelmalking rvhile othels should be avoided.
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6. A detailed design of a multibit watelmark in lhe ZMIPZM domain rvas given, rvhich has

lobustuess to some common geornetlic distoltions including image rotation, scaling and flip-

ping etc., as well as other regular processing such as lossy compression and vârious filtering

manipulations.

7. A novel aìgolithrn under polal cooldinate system has been folmulated fol the accurate com-

putation of Zernike moments. It rvas shorvn to be advantageous over the conventionally used

Cartesian algorithms. It irnproves signifrcantly the lotational invaliance of ZMs, and reduces

the ellol of irnage reconstruction rvith ZMs. The polal ZM based data hiding yields better

tladeoffs among watermaì'k transparency, robustness and the amount of data embedded.

8. The ploposed polâr coordinates based rnethodology fol the accurate cornputation of Zernike

rnoments cau be applied to the computation ofothel cilcular rnoments, such as Pseudo-Zetnike

moments, rotâtionâl moments [10, 70], and orthogonal Fourier-Mellin mornents [68].

9. The findings and algorithms lega.r'ding the computation of Zelnike moments are bound to

have positive influence on other flelds such as imâge analysis, patteÌr. lecognition, medical

imaging and ophthalmology [32, 33, 1i], in addition to digital wâtermârking.

6.3 F\¡ture Work

As future research dilections, the follorving aspects are rvorth exploring.

¡ For blind splead spectrum-based rvatelmark detection, the most commonly used statistical

models for the descliption of host features include Gaussian and genelalized Gaussian dis-

tributions. In practice, rve find that these models are often not vety accurate. A better

model rvould implove the perfolmance of a waterrnalk detector. In this dilection, a Gaussian

mixtule model is rvorth exploring. On the other hand, nonpalametric detection can be con-

sideled. Nonpalametlic detectors have such advantages as better adâptability and easier
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implementation than pala.rretric detectors. Little has been found in litelature on the use of

nonparametric detectors fol watelmalking purposes. The design and perforrnance analysis of

nonparametlic rvaterma¡k detectors are definitely a lesealch direction.

The concept of infolmed rvatermarking rvill be incorporated into the splead spectlum-based

algolithm. Infolmed vratermalkirìg, or rvatermarking rvith side infolmation [20], refers to

the technique of rvatelmark coding or rvatermaÌk embedding with the cover signal taken into

account. Thlough infolrned u'atelmalking, the overall petfoÌmance of a rvatelmalking system

can be enhanced.

An important issue in the ZM/PZM-based wateì'maÌking systems ploposed in this thesis is

the location of the unit disk legion, which is cluciâl for the correct extlaction of the embedded

bit sequence. In the thesis rve deal rvith this issue by a trial-and-elror approach. The systems

will be mole practical if the search ptocess can be automated.

The robustness of ZMIPZM-based watermarks ale to be extended to cover mote distottion

types such as the genelal affine transformations, and even the mole demanding irnage warping

opelations.

AII the algorithms in this thesis are proposed without explicit considelation of intentional

attacks, which leads to the issue of rvaterr¡ark security. In situations like fingerprinting, the

security of a watelmark is crucial. More rvolk needs to be done fol the proposed algotithms

to enhance Ìvatelmark security.

With the algolithms ploposed in this thesis, hundreds of bits can be embedded impelcepti-

bly into an image of size as small as 256 x 256. Undoubtedly this information capacity of

watennarks is sufficient for the needs of many applications. A theoletica.l anaìysis of upper

bounds for the data capacity of wa.termarks is yet to be perfolrned [16, 52].
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Appendix A

Appendices

,4..1 Derivation of (3.22)

The lineal corlelation betrveen X and W¡
., L-7 ., L-r

"Inl: iDxt¿wnÍ,1: |\x¡t1w¡,-n1, (A.1)
i:0 i=0

k=0,...,L-I,

'rvhose DFT

, L-\ f L-r "i

cl"l:! I lI xl¿r¿,, þ, - n1l 
"-iz¡"xI

À=0 Li:O .l

, L-| L-|
=i I "r¡ D r¡"t; - k)e iT"t'

i:0 li=O
, L-1 L-1

: iD rt"l" i T "' L,wol¡ - kld T "ti- k)

i=0 ß=0

1: Lî6)îr(wo),u:0,...,L-I (A2)

which leads to

.Ikl: Ir-, (r(x)r.(wo)) ,k :0,...,L - r. (A.B)

f(.) and.F-1(.) denote DFT and IDFT operations respectively in the above equations.
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4,2 Proof of Theorem 3.1-

The couelation betrveen i and W¡ is

C(x, wfr) = c(x, \M¡) + aC(W^,w ¡) (,{.4)

Let's look at the first item on the right hand side. Accolding to the Central Limit Theor.em,

C(X, WÈ) follorvs Gaussian distlibution when -L is sufñciently lalge. Based on the fact that X and

'W" ale independent, the mean and variance of C(X, W¡) can be obtained:

., L,\
E{c(x, wÀ)} :E{+ t xiÀl14/Àl,l}

t, 
-i=0

., L-l
:r )- ¿txt¿ll E{Irlktil} : o.

i=0

( t, t-t r2ì
var{c(x,w¡)} : 

" I 
( +Ixt,lw^tnl ) I

[\"ã / )
, L-|

)Duwnrwtti.l)'j
1-

-t ¡1 L E{(xli.lwklùéulwkuD}
\\t,J)trJ t 

.To-

, L-|:å Irrtxlnl),\ n{rwowl\ --*.L2z-_qv-i- L

We can analyze the second item on the light hand side of (4.4) in a similal way.

E{C(\¡/-, \"v/,)} : o,

var{c(w*,w¡)} = l.

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.e)

W\en k fm,

(A.10)

(A.1i)
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When k : n¿,

,LJ
E{c(w"",wA)} : ¡Ðn{rw^[i])']: r,

i:0
( t /L-' \'ìvar{c(w^,w¡)i=EJv(Dtw*Äl') }-t (A.13)

["\,= /)
., L-l

: *)_-¿{tw-t¿l)n}

'" I .E{(w^Itl),}E{(w^lrl),}.-I

r^,2L(L-r) 2

L2-'L2 2 - 
L

Note that in (4.14), E {(W^I¿04} : } [**rae-'"/2dr:3, and involved in the second summation

there are (N) ploducts in total.

Combining (4.4),(4.6),(4.9),(4.10),(4.11),(4.12) and (,4.15), rve obtain

( ,,_ l¡/(0,5+a) ìt k I m
c(x,w^) - (

l N(o.or','o'\ ir k : rn("

4.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2

¡"¡ s: (c[0], ...,clM - 1]) rvhere clÀl = C(X,Wr'). According to Theorem 3.1, we have

"f-l - ¡/(r, o?), u,'a
a

Ø - ¡re,"B),n e {0,...M - 1-} tnt i I m,
a

rvhele of : #, "B: f , and ":4. wh",r oT>)o',o21 "-olxi.
Letc-^*: .max.{c[i]], F-*(ø) and.F](z) denote the distribution functior of c^u,f a al.d cfi,lf a

11,t+m j
lespectiveÌy, then -F-,*(z) : lIç¡¡^¡ fi(o). Thus

P(T .,, :*j:F*^rr*.,) = 
þ - etfil]'-',

(A.12)

(A.14)

(A.15)



,-2
rvhele Q(r) : à Ii "-'; ¿r, and o" : Jî : if . Follorving the tr4l, principle in (3.18), the

embedded symbol rn is correctly decoded only when clml > c^u,, and therefore the probability of

collect estimation is

e": l* o{Ðe(ff <1a,,

- -(" r)2

rvhere @(t ) : à*"- 
-""f is the probability density function of $. Finally rve have

P" = r * [* 
^rr\lr. - ntLr]''-' o'." J--"'L -'o"')

4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Assume we have an image rvith constant intensity ?. For an arbitlary pixel point á(2, y) within

the unit cilcìe in Fig. A..1, thele must be 3 othel pixel points rvhose cooldinates have a fixed

lelationship ivith -A(z,g): B(-a,"), C(-",-A) ar'd D(g,-r). Equivalently in polal coordinates,

they are: A(p,0), B(p,$ + 0), C(p,n * á) and D(p,+ + 0).

+

f
-----'''--.--

\
B:

t"..\

/:\
. A(x,y)

.p
.0

'1
t. l

c'

...',\,/.-\'.'.
-____- t _ ,,,

-f

Figure A..1: The pixeì points on a cilcle

Filst let's group all the pixel points inside the unit circle into pairs like (,4, C) and (.B, D), and
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then

Apq: k t Tu;q(n,,a,)
{(s",!þ)eD}

= kT t &nþ)"-¡qe i Ronþ)e-it6+e)
{All pairs}

: k'r t ReqØ)e-jce[7 + (-1)q] (A.16)

{AÌl pairs}

rvhich is zero if q is odd, unknorvn otherrvise.

Next we ale concerned with the property of áro rvhen q is even. Let's group aìl the pixel points

inside tìre unit cilcle in anothe¡ rvay, to form pairs like (,4,.B) and (C,D), and then

Apq=te D rvlo@,,a,)
{þ",s")€D}

= kr t hoþ)"-¡oo + RaqØ)e-isÊ+e)
{Àll pairs}

: kT D Rooþ)e-iae¡ + (-j)ql (A.17)

{Allpairs}

rvhich is zero iÎ q is even but not divisible by 4, and nonzeLo in general if g is a rnuìtiple of 4.

The proof of Apq: T(1+ O(À1)) iÍ p: q:0 is omitted. See [45, 58] foÌ details.

4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.2

Let {Aoo,ou}!.:, denote the selected set of ZMsIPZMs of an N x N stochastic image plocess

Í(x¿,y¡), and {ãpu,qÀ }å:1 denote the dither modulated version of {Aou,ou}f.:r, i.e., the cor.re.

sponding ZMIPZM set of the watelmalked image j(ø¡, y¡). Then the average square elrol of

the rvatelmalked image

tzó



In(A..19), epo,qo: Apu,qu-Ap¡,q¡ and âp¡,-q¡ : Apu,-co- Apu,-oo,Vru,-'ou and ypÀ,qÀ are Zetnike/pseudo-

Zernike polynornials. (4.19) follows fiom the linearity ofthe inverse Zelnike/pseudo-Zelnike tlans-

form, see (4.44) and (4.45) for details. (4.20) is due to the Palseval formula 1[49]. Eq. (4.21)

lesults fi'om the symmetly ploperty of ZMIPZM. Now rve get the expected value of square error

',NN

"3:ñ!!lit',,vi) - f ("¡,aì12
i=l i:I

1 N N / L \2:# f f ( ltroo,-novoo, nu r.ru,nuvoo,nu) ),"-,=;-1 \Ëj /
,Lt

-1\-/ " r- P- î t. rz\- + (1\nx -¡ 1r"P*'-ørt ' px + 1t'n*'out 1

-L t r^ t2
-; Z2:=i tèpk,qkt

2.-lt|:tL

L.
-"i 

1 l,; t-igx tÀ t-iotl2
- , /-- ", -r I l lrrpÀ'sÈ lL l"PÀ'qÀ 1" 

I" À=t ¡'^ '''
L.

:i t --,,,rou,oul - llou,oul)2.
" À:1 t^ ''

L,
n {"3} = 2Ð..,¡i n {11Àr-,n-l - l¿ro,oo l)'}

L,,r- I l\'
-; Z.- ^. - 1 ''ea t a PK t L L2

nL2 !- 1_\- 24 L p,.¡1'
l-1 ¡ ¡!

(A.18)

(A.1e)

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

(4.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)

Equation (4.25) follorvs fr'om the well-known fact that the quantization noise is unifolmly distrib-

uted in [-f , f ] and the expected porvel of the quantization noise is S.

lstrictly speaking, the Pa¡seral fo¡mula holds only app¡oximately since rve empÌoy the discrete ve¡sion of the
Zernike moments not the continuous ore.
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4.6 Proof of Theorem 5.1

Let us filst observe that

Â - t -P*I$u(S')'.ps .'pq- , 3 3
f1

J Jn."liþ"",o"ò- rØ,e)ln"o(p¡e-iaepd'pdl. (A.27)

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain

lo*- o*l=+ {l I.laonØt"-iøl'oanae}'/' 
,

( u vtzu-t¡ , , l t/z

it t ll lÎþ,,,0,,)-rþ,Ðl'p¿pael (4.2s)

[Fi '-1- 
J 'rn"'' ' )

Since / jp lÃeø(p¡e-iøg12pd,pd| = -4-, it remains to consider the second term in (4.2s).

Let us notice that

f lt^ t2

J J lf{o,,,e",) - fØ'7)l pdpd9 < Ltt Lz, (A 2e)

o",

whele

r, :2 [ [ lîø,,,u,,) - Jlp,,,o,,)]2 pd.pdi., (4.30)tn!"'

and

tr:2[ [Vþ,,,e,ò-Jþ,0)l2pd,pd.o. (A.31)
tn!,

By virtue of (5.15)

Ll <2c2ff,h)^2t^2, (A.32)

whele, without loss of generality, we assurne thât the alea of Ou, is not greatel than À2.

Conce ring the teÌm ¿2, we have

L, s2gs4r) J J Vþ,,,0,,) - Jþ,e)lpdpde ! 4!^.,orsc(!)À', 1a.r:¡
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where Osc(/) : . -. IqqT ^ {lÍþ,e) - Í(p',0')l} is the oscillation of fþ,0) ovel the sector f)uu,4,, '' (p,o),(p' ,4')ea""

and /n,* : ma*6,y¡.t Í@,a).

Substituting (4.29), (4.32) and (A'.33) into (A'.28), and noting that V(l) : Dl=, DY!':-) gt4¡
we can obtain the follorving bound.

tÁ,. - a,. < (p+t¡l/z {BC2(f.h\^2t+ nr rr¡¡rr2ìI/2ltpq- ^pqt _ \ n,/ - Jnax7lÌ)^"j' (4.34)

This proves the asseltion of Theorem 5.1.
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